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ABSTRACT --------
Tbe process of learning is visualised as a form of 

investment for adding to the productivity of human capital. 

The better educated are generally expected to be more 

flexible. more motivated and can adopt themselves more 

easily to the changing circumstances. In short they are 

generally expected to be more productive than the les~educated 

ones. So every incremental investment in education from 

~ocietal point of view is shown to be increasing productivity 

of the people by adding to the skill and abilities. But 

with limited means the society must resort to social welfare 

functions which necessitate ordering of different objectives 

in accordance to their social priorities. we may take the 

case of agricultural development and different educational 

policies as the object of study here. 

Agriculture in India stands midway between the 

traditional farming and modernised farming. If Indian 
,, 

farmers are equiped with latest technical knowhow they can 

considerably increase the agricultural production. Basically 

the transformation f·rorn traditional pattern to a modernised 

one dependSupon the investment not only in physical capital 

but also in the human capital. Investing in various 

forms of education can add.to the effectiveness of the 

human capital. These forms of education to a great extent 
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are complementary to each other but differ in cost 

effectiveness. 

The present study is an attempt to assess the 

impacts of farmers' education on their decision-maing 

function. Even if some alternative forms of education 

have been elaborated the paucity of time and resources 

restricted the study from going deep into the relative 

cost effectiveness of such alternative forms. The 

study specifically tries to find out some perceptible 

difference in farm-culture on the basis of the difference 

in farmers' educational attainment. 

The total volume of work has been divided into 

six chapters. Chapter I is the introductory part. The 

first part of the chapter highlights the importance of 

education in the process of human resource development and 

it traces the relationship of education in its different 

forms with agricultural development. The second part of 

the chapter I gives brief notes of some famous studies 

undertaken in various other related fields. Most of the 

cited works establish some functional relationship ,between 

education and agricultural development. They substantiate 

the relationship of education'with dissemination of agricu

ltural information on the one hand and development of 

agriculture on the other. 
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The chapter II illustrates education in its 

dif-fe-rent forms and shows how different forms of education 

(formal# informal and non formal) contribute to agricultural 

development in different ways. The effectiveness of such 

forms of education at different stages of development and 

in different conditions is discussed briefly in the 

chapter. 

Chapter III is further sub-divided into two parts. 

The first part gives an account of the process of adoption 

of new ~arming methods and new inputs. It gives a precise 

apprisal of the process of decision-making in agriculture. 

It also tries to sort out the factors which the farmers take 

into account while adopting some new methods or inputs. 

The second part o£ the same chapter gives a brief note of 

some models of diffusion of agricultural information and 

also analyses the roie of extension services in dissemin

ating agricultural knowledge in the rural areas. 

The chapter IV presents the design of the study. The 

first part contains the hypotheses and also the norms 

followed in conducting the study. The second part'of the 

chapter describes the setting and gives a bird•s eye 

view of the structure of farms, cultivation practices, 

and socio-economic profile of the farmers from the area 

of the study. 
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Chapter V presents the interpretation of data. 

It analyses the collected information from the area 

of study on the light of the hypotheses. The chapter 

VI is the concluding part which gives a brief summary 

of the study and some policy implications. 



CHAPTER - I 

INTRODUCTION 



INTRODOCTION 

The object of education. ia to provide wise 

exercis• for capacities. wise direction of the tenjen-

c1••• an•• through tbia exerc1ae anj this •irection. 

to furniah the a1D4 with auch knowletlge •• IRBY 

contribute to the us•fulneas a~ enrichment of 

i~ivictual aM aociel life. so there exists a 
1 dialectical relationship between society and. education. 

Education is both a product of society ancl a factor of 

social change. When education i~arts proper skills 

and values au those are ~,bsorbed by iMividuala. They 

become more useful ~of the society. Proa this 

perspective we look for the best •irectioD for channel

ising this potential factor in .a«erDisiD9 the people 

a~ in bringing the eonditiooa for ellrounj prosperity. 

In41a ia a country where around 8~ of the 

population ••peDd on agriculture. Tbe people here 

practise agriculture .,re ~· a way of life than a a an 

occupation. But this atti tue toward a agrieul ture haa 

proved' to~ detr~ntal in their part. While there 

haa been .. rx•• progresa in other sectorJaoriculture 

baa been trailing behiDt, unlike thoae of other 

1. 



progreaaive developing countriea~Indian farmers have 

DOt geDerOualy acc~pted a4Vanced agricultural practices 

an~ ac1eDtific methods of cultivation. The traditional 

practices are still dominant in agriculture. 

•Farming, baaed wholly upon the kinds of factors 

that have been used by farmers for generations• is 

called traditioaal. 2 Aa Prof. Schultz points out. 

traditional agriculture ia Diggardly3 and a country 

dependant upon traditional agriculture is ioevitably 

poor. Past studies also ahow that few countries have 

experience• austeined economic development without the 
' 

growth of the agricultural sector. All those countries 

which have experienced significant growth in agricul-

ture have also achiev~ e more- rapidly growi~ ecooomy. 

So we need a transformation of agriculture into a ;11~hly 

productive sector. To achieve this goal farmers will 

have to master new skills and follow modern farming 

practices. 

The gover~nt has attempted to provide the 

infrastructure and required environment under different 

2. Schult•• T.w •• •Trana'forming Traditional 
Agriculture• The university of Chicago. ·1963 pp. 3-4. 

3. Ibid •• p. 43. 



progra~ like I.A.AlP., I.A.O.P, H.Y.V.P. etc. 

It baa alao launched the l!lational Extenaion serve in 

1953 as a drive for the diaae~nation of the farm 

1nfo~tione, educating and helping the termers to 

integrate those in their own practice. As a result 

of these integrated efforta the socalled tradtion 

or~ented far-era are increasingly takinQ to modern 

methods of cultivation. However, the· exterr.; of 

a~optiion of such improve• practices varies from 

region to re9ion and from farmer to farmer. 

Other than the extension service the 

kaowledge of new_agricultural technology originating 

at research centres and agricultural univers!tiea 

also flow through various chanrels such as mas's -

media (Radio, Mews papers, magazines, bulletins and 

etc) and thro~gh non inatitutionalis.. sources like 

web of family_tiea, words of mouth etc. However the 
)\ 

availability of information and the speed with which 

1 t is traDallli tted alone don't ensure tne complete 

success of agricultural oommuaication. 4 communication 

is a two way proceaa. It is equally important on the 

4. Singhi, prakaa, ••• and Mody, Bella., 
•Farmerf' Ionorence and The Role of T~leviaion•. 
Centreor manag ... nt In lgrlcUiture. t.!.R. 
Ah.-adabad, 1974. p.2. 



part of the ultimate uaers of these new scientific 

knowledge to conceive the exact nature of practices 

to be adopted and to show interest to experiment 

with tbose new productive optiona. 

Various aociopsycbological and economic 

factors have been found to contribute to the differe

nces in tbe adoption behaviour of the farmers. 

Farmers in large scale react positively and quickly 

to attractive prices for their products. How.ver 

they can not respond appropriately and quickly 

unless they clearly understaod both the feasible 

technologies applicable to their farm as well as the 

agroeconomic environment in which they operate. It 1a 

wrong to consider that all farmers possess the same 

ability to organise and manege their farms. Farmers 

differ in their managerial abilities because of 

differences in personal character1sties like experience, 

education in likes and dislikes preferences in training. 

in organisational capabilities and so on. Simi.larly 

far.. also differ in their physical conditions and 

in economic potentialities, ~ependin; upon the size 

of the farm.ita aite. location. soil composition the 

loc•l climatie con•it1ona, irrigation facilities 

available etc. In view of the diversity in the 
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individuality of farmers and farm. there can easily 
I 

be qreat diversity in mea.;erial effiei@ncy of far.ers. 

In a developing ecooomy like ours where the traditional 

agriculture and modern agriculture co-exist the ranoe 

of variation in farm management efficiency is boun• 

to be greater. 

Farm manaoement under the traditional agriculture 

is largely e simple and routine affair as compared 

to that of the modern agriculture. It is vith progressive 

introduction of science and technology into farm 

production that farming becomes a business involving 

wide range of decisions about acquisition and utilisation 

of reaourcea. calculation of investment income and 

profitability. 5 Therefore the farmers• knowle•ge of 

agricultural atetbod• aDd appliances is of .}:ara1110unt 

importance. in transforming traditional agriculture. 

Empbaa1aino tbe humanfactor Prof. Schultz point .. out 

that the tempo of ecooolldc progresa can be accelerated 

not only by increaeing investment but also by conscious 

measures to make .aen more skillful thro~h orea~er 

contribution fn education trainiD9 and reaearch. A8 

there ia a goo• correlation between investment in man. 

(ineree-se in huaan skill) a041 expanaiot1 of national 

product, Investment in bumen factor is bo~ to play 

Developeent" • 
Bombey, 1966. p.36. 

•••• 



e crucial role specially where the farmers are still 

tbe vict1• of ignore nee. illiteracy, idleoeas and 

inertia. Empirical kDOVledge derived from m.nag ... nt 

atudiea reveels that etrong motivation towar•• econo8dc 

goals-• good traJ.Ding and experience and adequate fund 

of knowlelge expreaaed in appropriate practices are 

definitely associated with a hi9h degree ot financial 

succeas. 6 Hence the tranaformation of traditional 

farmers is a prerequisite for the transformation of 

the agriculture. But that dottan•t mean just to lure 

the farmers, and to make them adopt so~ innovation•. 

T'he objective is rather to keep their professional 

skill uptolate. 

Purpose of the Studyt -

a..earcnera have tried to find,put the varioua 

socioeconomic factors, expected to contribute to the 

adoption pattern of farmers and to change their attitudes 

to mo•ern far.ing practices. But in Indian context such 

studies are only a few. There ia a need for conducting 

such studies indefith in different parte of the country 

Rei••• F.J., •In~iv1fual Differences in Entrepreneuriel 

d;:r:ton:::;'t!af:l1!onrfftD2! 11&1r:g3rf~rm 
Economioa, no. 3. 1962, P• 63 
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which have varying farming patterns~ different seta of 

infrastructure aDII modes of living. The present study 

ie an attempt in this direction to assess the effect

i•enese of education in ita various forma in increasing 

the access of the farmers to the modern metho4a of 

cultivation. The question. •eal t here ie where the 

extension aervioea are ••livered •s the major source 

of technical inforaation whether the farmers with more 

formal education benefit more than the lese educated 

ones•& The broad object"ive of the stUdy is to specify 

the relationship between e~ucation and adoption of 

agricultural innovations in the farming practices. 

Fa~tors Related to Modernise4 Farmino !-

Different studies have point-ed out that knowledge 

of new agricultural technology originating at research 

centres flows through channels such as masame•ia, 

institutionalised sources like extension se.!'Vices and 

other non inatitutionel sources. In India masamedia 
7 are not yet w~develop.. • In rural areaa information 

" 

pertaining to ~griculture generally flows not through 

massme~ia, but mainly from institutionalised aourcea, 

that ia the extension agencies to a small group of 
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innovative farMers and from them the knowle4qe trickle 

doWD t~ other section of fa~ng population. Studies 

in diffusion of agricultural innovations have point., 

out that it takes tt.e between 5 to 25 years just for 

the diffusion of an awarness of various agricultural 

innovations aueh as amon1wn sulphate. super phosphate 

and pesticides in Indian village communities. More 

over after such a long perio4 of time not all the 

members are aware of these innovations • Gaikwa•
8 

observes 

that the advantages of the institutionalised sources 

is taken by proportionately less number of farmera 

coadng from lower strata, namely those who are illiterate. 

are socially less active an• have small land hol•ings 

and small agricultuxal income. This class of people 

generally depend upon its social circle and continue 

to be the late adopters. 

The Decision Making in Agriculture t 

Trying any new options or adoption of my 

agricultural innovation depends~arioua faotora. It 

involves decision makino on the farmer's part~ These 

decisions take into account not only the econo~c 

advantage OcCJr:ing from adoption but also depend• upon 

the setting in which he ia place•. It is a product 

8. Gaikvad, V.R., •Trep4a of Change 1n Eight Indian 
Vill,qes•, Behavio~al scieaces an~ Communi~ 
Deve opMeot, vol rv. ao. 2, 1970. p.p. 99-106. 



of a complex interp~ley of both the situational and 

paychclogical ~actora. 9 Best•••• the f•ctors posing 

blockades to adoption are lack of knowledge about 

scientific crop ra~aing. leek of skill to adopt the 

innovation. lack of time to go deep in-to details of 

modern agronomic practices. Farmers feel more aecur•• 

with long experimente~ traditional methods than the 

novel one. The fatalism. &Dd alonqwith ita. the incompa

tibility of scientific package of practices to the 

available resources both .aterial and immaterial. pose 

the major bl.ocu.des. 

The Controlable and uncontrolable factors :-

ftle efficiellCY in JM.naginq the farm from the 

point of view of inaividual cultivator •epends upon two 
1n 

seta of factora.·· Factors which operate in~epen~ently 

of individual fanner's control such as the influence 

of natural fourees emriromaental conditions. seasonal 

and climatic condition. draught. floo4 1 inherent soil 

fertility which cannot be altered by or controlled 

rea~ily by the farmer's individual effort. It ia a 

A 

1980. P•P• •a-a2. 

10. Narayaaa. D.L •• Op. eit •• P• 33. 



fact tbet risk and uacertainty arising out of 

natural f•etora perva•e aQricul tural production to 

a marked extem. b1R it can DOt also be denied that a 

eonsider•ble portioa of ri•k ant uncertainy caD be 

aYo1ded by 1Atelligent actioD aDd rationalis•t1on and 

insurance. so broadly the two seta of factors are 

factor under partial control and factor under complete 

control. ractora of first category relate to produetiou 

pattero with in certain 11mite and factor contrainta, 

and the second set includes tbe choice of crops ana 

varieties ... thod of cultivation. use of fertilis.r an4 

otber availabla inputs to agriculture. so although the 

natural eaviroament and macroeconoadc factors are not 

UDder tbe control a prudent farmer •Y try to evolve 

auitable conditioas. select the beat strainof seeds 
o A 

or variety of crop to suit the climatic eonditioa, 

adopt suitable far.iag practices to realise maxi.u. 

yiel• under the g1•e~ geological or soil COIIIpOSi tion 

of hie l•nd. He may go fer a ctt.nge of crop iu relatioD 

to ohanQes in the prices and maratiag concli tion. Thua. 

the farmer can influence the ee-onollllc results of hia 

farm conaiderably inapite of tha uncontrollable factors. 

' , 

The Per,onal Attributeaa 

Weetermark11 co~~meot·a aconomic progreea al:AI 

11. 



profitableness of courae ••pencil on many tb1DO• •• 

for example the clt.ate •••••••• etc. However i~rtant 

tbe collabo-ration betvHD o.tural and economic resoureee 

of agrieul ture i•• for auceeaaful activity they ooly 

cozaatitute the iaatr..eDts cf production. It ia tbe 

personal ooatr~butioD of the far.er entrepreneur which 

u ev~ntually •eeiaive. How often has it DOt been aeen 

that where one entrepreneur has been et~e• by hia 

teak another baa come off with flyin9 colours. 

While explaining the perceptible differences 

in agricultural production among countries we find 

neither the infrastructural nor: tbe inputs as strong 

exp~anatory varJ.able. 'llae key variable iD explainin9 

tbe differeaces in agricultural production is the .... 
buman agent 4 ! i.e. tbe differences in the level of 

acquirecl eapablli ties of farll people. 

Bzra s.•an cite~tbe exaMple of Israel in this 

context.13 During tbe period 1952-59 agricultural 
> 

production more than •oubled although farm -employment 

rose only a rourtb. The land was not of hi;h quality 

but acdern factor• of production were effectively ~ ... 

12. schultz, T.s •• •Trsnsf~r.i~ Traditional 
Aorisulture•, UD!veral y o eKlcago, Miy. 1963,p.16. 
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Tbe people who enter.. upon agriculture were not altilled 

at faraiag for they were mainly non fana people but 

1110at of the• ha• a good deal of achoolino. 

SECTION- II 

Studies in Modernisation of Agriculture a 

The overall picture, projected by available 

literature shows that educational factor ia important 

as it ~Bakes the farmers aee the ativantages following 

from DeW methods of cultivation. 

Fliegel and Ki v.l i•~ • 
1 

study of • Attributes of 

IDDOVationa as Pectora in Dif~uaioa• explicitly deals 

vitb variables of innovation tbemeel?es, such as coat, 

return-., efficiency. riak a-nd UDCertainty. Comnnmic-

ability and coaoruenee •• the ••t ... "'lRina-nta of diffusion. 

It vas fo~ that aOJH sharp di.ffereDCes occured on the 

attributes tbat reflectiil perceived cost, riak ancJ 

uncertainty ant desirability of rapid chanoea. - The 

study found that the inaovationa • perceived as most 

rewardino and leaat riaky are adopted moat rapidly 

and high oost doesn't serve aa a constraint on adoption 

in all caaea. 

1. Pleigel, F.c a~ Kivlin, J.a., •Attributea of 
IDDOvationa aa Pactora in DiffuaroD*, A.J.s. 72(3). 
1966. 
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Bllpbaaia1Dg on aociel factors underly1D9 
2 

agricultural develo~Dt E.M. Ro9era and L. Svenning 

in their "Modernisation A.:>og Peannta" pointed out 

that literacy and mea.-.dia expoaure coatribute for 

mocleraiaatioD of the peasantry aection. 'Moclerniaation' 

for thea ia a proee•a UDder which the traditional 

peasants take on a aore complex rapidly changin9 

lifestyle. '!'hey cannote moclerniaation aa essentially 

a communication process in which new ideas are 

transfon.d from out.side. In this .study they used key 

coacepta of literacy .a•aaedia exposure, cosmopolite-

nism end achievement motivation in effecting changes 

in hWMD behaviour. They axamiDecl tbe farmers • bebaviour 

in • aociopeyehological coDtext in relevance to the 

changing ai tua tion. Roger a aM SVenning describe 

iDDOYativencesa a• the ~ree to vh1ab an indiv14ual 

adopts new ideas relatively earlier than other in hie 

aocial syate~ Tbey claasify the peasants into five 

adoptera eetegoriea. Those are innovators. early adopters, 

early majority. late majority and laggards. 

Radhukar (1962) 3 in hie •Farmera' Characteristics 

Associated with the A•option and Diffusion of Improve• 

2. 



Parm Prac~ioea• tries to finl out the relationahip 

of personal and s~ial characteristics of farmers to 

the adoption of ~roYec! farm practJ.ce.a and the extent 

to which these faraers are reached by communication -.41a 

tor adoption of i~rove4 farm practices. The stuly 

reveala that the level of education is significantly 

related to the adoption of improved far. practice•• 

B•ucation is an important factor for the adoption of 

recommend•• pr8ctiees. Farmers with primary or middle 

school e~ucation tended to a~opt half of the recommende4 

practices and with high and college education were 

likely to adopt greater number of pcactices the study 

also revealed that farmers with exposure to greater 

nu.ber of inforaetion aources were more likely to be 

the ••op~ers than the faraers with less exposure • 

• S.P. Bose (1964) iD his paper •The Diffusion 

of Perm Jractices in Indian Villages" has observe4 that 

a n~ preetiee introduced in a Yillage is not accepted 

straightway but e considerable time lapses before all 

or even a ~jority accept any new practice. The rete 

of acceptance is aot .ven. There app .. rs to be a 

resistance at tbe beginiog. Then with the passage of 

tta. the reaistaoce break8~ -aDd mere •n• .ore 

people begia to adopt the practice• • 

•• 
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5 S8Ch1Dd~na~&, in •social Dimensions of 

Agricultural Development• tries to establish strong 

c:orrelatioD between education and adoption. In bia 

~rative analysis of I.A.D.P. and non I.A.D.P. 

Blocks be marka that the importance of education ia 

relatively less in the I.A.D.P. Blocks. This 18 due 

to the fact thet in I •. A.D.P. arHe educ~tion ia only 

one of the factors. promoting adoption but in other 

ereae where opp;:llCtuni ties and incentiv-es for adoption 

are not many, it 18 the only factore EGucation for him 

makes an impact only beyon.t the middle school level. 

6 
The st~y of Y.P. Singh (1973) in his paper 

•'f'he Key Colllllunicators of Techaological Innovations .. , 

trie• to uphold the social and peraonal characteristics 

~nd assess their role iD technological change in 

agriculture. 'l'be st~y ravea.la that tbe persons who 

play a major role in agricultural diffusion possesa 

distinct aoaioeconoali.c atatua, educ.tion. chanoeagent 
.A 

linkao••• chan~proaesa .~ co.municability. The 

study goea beyond .aat o~ its types in ~he number of 

soeiopaycbologioal variable• iocluded in esaesaing 

characteristic difterencea between oommuDicatora and 

DOn .communicator• in •iffuaing the new idees en4 practices. 

5. 



7 
C.H. HaDumanta Rao (1975) in his book 

•Techoological Change and Distribution of Gaina in 

Indian Agricul ture• •isc:usae• how the tecbaolo<Jical 

changes bave contribute• to the widening the iDCOI88 

•ieparitiea between regioaa. from amall and large 

faru. His stuty points out that the aocioeconomie 

intrastrueter 1a tbe moat important factor for improving 

the distribution of gains of technological advancemeut. 

8 Singh aDd Ready (1965} in their paper 

"Adoption of ImproveGI Agricultural practice a of Farmen~ 

have observed that some of the socio-economic charact-

eristices such as farmsize economic status and eocial 
f\ 

participation an• education are associated with 

aloptioo of improved practices and they function 

in a definite direction leading to tbe ••option of 

new practices. 

9 S.P. Bose ana Dasgupta (1962) 1~ their study 

have establiahed positive relations between diffusion 

and characteristics o~ practices like complexity. 

7. 

a. 
an, 

Sinon. s.N. aDd Ready. s.x •• • Adtptioa of 
f:§roved Aqrieulturel Practice• o far.era•. 
I. .i.w •• voi. xxwl. DOe 1. 1965. 
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expensiveness aDd lack of immediacy of return. ID 

their book "The Adoption Proceaa" they ~Rarked tlutt the 

innovations perceived as most rewarding an4 least 

risky are adopted moat rapi~ly. 

D.P. Chawlhari (1971 >10 in his book "Education 

Innovationa and A9ricultural Development• iaquirea 

in to the effects of general formal education on 

agricultural productivity and innovation.# that took 

place in North India in the wake of the Green Revolution • 

His study shows that general education up to seconalary 

level ba• a si9nificaat impact on diffusion of technology 

and agricultural productivity in the Indian wheat belt 

in the 5orth where the H.Y.v.s. have heeD introduce• 

widely. But he concluded that the level of education 

is not proportioDately related to the level of adoption. 

He point-a out that -r• literacy is inadequate to 

ena"ure wideapreacl adoptioD and c!iffuaion ot bigbyielding 

inDOYat1on. but auatained rural educatioa up to aecoDd~ry 

level ia required for the attainment of the objective. 

E•ucation ia both the cause and the reault of higher 

agricultural productivity. He realises that aD 

improve4 co•tent of a;ricultural mo••rniaetion a~ a 

better teobnolo;y of ••ucatioD aeeda to be invsstigate• 

and experi .. nted with for formulation of rural educational 

policy. 

10. Chaudhari, C.P., •uqtiog Innovatioaa •M 
AqricuJ. tura~ Developent", crooaa Helm, London. 1971. 
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Pra.ipto Roy, Fredrick, C.Pliegel, ~. £. Xi'lift and 

L.K. sen (1968} 11 in theii study UDder~AQricultural 

Innovation Amono Indian FarmeraM dealt with the cauaea 

of sprea• of ~~aderD technoloqy .among the rural people. 

The study analyses the factors under three stagea. 

Pirst the community aettiDg in which rural people live 

to determine to what extent the nature of the commun.i ty 

itself affects the adoption of modern technology. 

Seeon• is to determine factors affecting the innovative 

behaviour of the ind1 vi•ual farmer vi th in the eo~m~uni ty 

settin-g. ?he study shows that direct contact with the 

extension personnels ia more functional for agricultural 

adoption. The more important aspect of their •erivation 

ia that the teneral aoc1o-econom1c status of the farmer 

in terms of his living .,ueational statua are strongly 

and poaitively related w!th the innovative-n-e1Ui. 

MSehooling ani Rural 'l'ransfonnation• marked that the 

propensity to mod~se increases with educational 

difference. The access to the institutional sources 

of agricultural finance increases with education. The 

difference between no schooling an• aome schooling 

increa••• the propeuity to use cooperative societiu, but 

for meay other aspects the diffuaion pattern in rural 

11. 

12. 

Roy.Pra•ipto aad othera, M ~oricultural Innovation 
A!OPi ID41en Paraer•M• H.I •• b •• Ai4erabad• 19&8 
Rasa. Mocmis. Ramachandran, H., M Scbc?ol1Di and 
Rural 1Xa'!!fo9111:1oa•, N. I.E.P • .A. Vilcaa Publication. 
1990. 



aociety aeutra11se the •••it1onel ••••atav•• 

co~ed vitb ectuaat1oa. 

13 
A.s. Seetharaau (1980) in his study "Education 

and Rural Development", substantiates that education 

is one of the significant factors in development 

responsivene-ss. The study finds that those with 

education fair for better than the illiterates in 

development responsiveness though education is not 

essential for that. The concern of the study is about 

the responsiveness of people in rural areas with 

different levels of education or no education at all 

to development programmes in Karnataka .• 

13. Seetharamu. A.s., "Education and Rural Development•., 
Institute for Social and Economic Change, ~ngalore, 
1-980. 



CHAPTER-II 

INVEST1r'lENT II~ DIFFERENT FCttMS c:t· 

FARMERS I EDUC\TICN 



The Place of Education in Agricultural Developaentl 

A forward thrust in a~riculture requires a 

combination of circumstances. and e"ucation mu.t be 

one of them: Witb the availability of many new 

inputs and technology oreater specialisation taxes 

place which call for new skills and knowledQe to 

dealwith the new services. products and technology, 

previously unfamiliar to the area. A comparison of 

development in Japan and India shows the iJipOrtance 

of education on agricultural productivitye 

A Cross Country Observation: 

On pereapita basis India has six times as much 
2 agricultural land aa Japan. The land resource of 

India as a natural endowment ie also of better anality. 

Even in terms of irrigated area India has nerely three 

ti.as as much as Japan. But total agricultural 

production in Japan has .become three tiraes that of 

India. There is no doubt that the agricultural factors 

employed in Japan are far better tban thoae uaed in 

India. but more important still are the highlevel 

of farmt~g sldlla and the amount of sebooling that 

the farm people o£ Japan have acquired compared to the 

1. Coomb and Ahemad. (1974) op.cit. p. 14. 

2. Schultz. T.w •• (1963) op. cit •• p. 21. 
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low level of skills and general illit~;~cy that .. -atill 

prevails in rural India. 

The success in agricultural production in tba 

united states also tella the same story. The upward 

thrust beoan towards the begining of the thirties when the 

effects of education was accumulating. 

A similar observation was ma~e by Lester Brown~ 

An examination of literacy level in major rise and wheat 

and corn praducing countries shows a total of 24 countries 

with literacy levels below 50%. During the period 1935-39 

to 1960-62 14 of these countries ned rising yields 9. had 

declining yields and one bad same yiel~~ The average 

rate of yield increase for this group of these countries 

waa 0.17% per year. Among 13 countries with literacy 

level between SO% & 80% 11 nad r1siQ9 yield~ one had 

declining yield and one had same yield. The average 

rate of yield increase in this group of countries was 

1.02% per year. Anong tha 23 major grain producin9 

countries ~itb a literacy of above 80% 22 had rising yields 

and one, had sa-. yield. The average yield iDCreaaed 

by 1 •• 3% per year. This crossectional atudy eatablishea 

the fact that there is a broad and direct relationship 

between the percentage of 11tet"acy and the productivity 

in agriculture 

3. Brown. R. L., •World Po!ulation•, and Food Supplies: 
A.s.A. Publication no. • 1996. p.p. 12-13. 

' \ i' '. I 
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1ntersectoral Variations 1 

'l'his 1mpliea modern agriculture cannot thrive 

• without trained and educated farmers. While oo~ring 

industry with agricUlture we find a strong point of 

difference. While agricul. tural productivity in the 

result of decision and action of millions of culti-

vators that in the Industry depeads on the entreprene-
I 

urs who are relatively fewer, better educated and 

accuatumed to the modern methods of management and 

technology. So it is comparatively difficult to modernise 

agriculture. For agricultural transformation. crores 

of farmers in India are to be induced and reoriented 

towards technological progress. That necessitates 

a flexible, effective, aoo subtle meana. vhich education 

to some extent imparts ,• 

The Human Factor a 

This is also what Aahok Mehta observes in his words 

"It is time for us to realise that there is no shortcut 

to the agricultural revolution. The aoricultural revolu-

tion which we conceive today will depend for ita success 

on our ability to adopt ourselvea to the different 

techniques best_ suited for different reoion and different 

crops, techniques either, already devised or to be devised 

4. Narayana, D.L.,(1966) op. cit •• p. 67. 
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through scientific research and advancea in different 

fielda. This adoption would call for the reorientation 

of human factor in aQriculture through continuous 

education demonstration and training as well as through 

the provision of essential inputs and services to the 

farmers. It is only if we succeed in aaking this 

reorientation shall we be in a position to bring the 

small farmers in-to the ~rtex of the revolution. 
5 

without them however the revolution will die at birth". 

Education and Rural Areas : 

6 
The educational needs in rural areas are numerous. 

Those can be grouped under four broad headaz 

I~) , ... General or basic education. 

Cii) Family improvement education. 

(iii )Cormnuni ty improvement educ.etion and 

(iv) OCcupational education. 

The ganeral or basic education includes literacy 

numeracy and elementary understanding of one•s enviror~ 

ent what p~imary and general secondary school seek to 

achieve. The occupational education is designed to 

develop particular knowledge and skill associated with 

various economic activities and profession in general. 

s. 

6. 

Mehta# Ashok. "Indian Journal of Agricultural 
Economics" vol. XX# 1965. P• 19. 

Coomb and Ahemad (ed) (197•) op. cit •• p. 15. 



So farmers in general need a combination of both 

the farming and nonfarming skills. A farmer is not 

only required to be skilled in working the soil. he 

should also be able as well ~o built and repair simple 

instruments and et~uc~s# arrange and maintain a wate~supply 

construct bounds produce cottage industry items for sale in 

the market place. using the byproducts in ~he most 

profitable way. Moreover, the more sophisticated his 

agricultural technology becomes the more ancillary 

skill• a farmer requires. The skill requirement increases 

rapidly when more advanced technology begir8 to penetrate 

in rural areas. New types of farm impliments and methods 

require new skills for operating them and maintaining 

the• in working condition. So the inherited traditional 

skills which pass from generation to generation aften 

fall short to ha-ndle the new skill requir-e-ment•. 

As we find. with agricultural development gathering 

momentum in India, farmers are more and more require~ to 

obtain production credit, operating cooperatives, 

managing retail etores, transporting production to the 

cold storage. acquiring market information etc. All 

tbeae grow and multiply with further advancement. so 

.education and traini09 in different forms serve aa a 

catalyst in agricultural development and sets the 
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7 
precondition for agricultural take off. 

Education For Self-Sustaining Agricultural Developments 

What we generally find in different regions is that 

although most of the farmers are often illiterate but 

are not ignorant so the more pertinent question ia 

transforming the concern of the farmer than transfering 

the technology. Development cannot be a self-sustaining 

procese unlese farmers control their own affair and 

actively participate in the process of development. It 

is not the tecr.nical deficiency that retards the 

development, but the social problems related to people 

who are not in position to change their condition. 

It has taken a great deal of learning and trial and 

8 .error for agriculture to reach the pre~ent state. But 

the same process of learning from experience and wants 

ean no more satisfy the objective of rapid aQrieulture 

is a simple matter of telling and showing the highly 

successful modern technology of Japanese and American 

agriculture. Parmers in Indian condition rarely se~rch 

for the new technology. Moreover when they are persuade~. 

the acceptance of those much depen~s on farmers confidence 

7. Malasis, L. (1976) op. cit •• p. 51. 

a. Ryan and saad. (ed) (1980) op. cit. 



and on learning how to use the new factor effectively 

so what Schultz comments that the most efficient way 

in this regard in the long run is schooling. Schooling 

what he views as an investment in human capital and 

in this case it 1• an investment in fa~ople. In 

his words •rapid sustained growth rests heavily on 

particular investment in fa~ople related to the new ekille 

and new knowledge that farm people must acquire to 

succeed at the game of growth of agriculture". 9 

Education and Stages of Agricultural Developmentf 

I 

The process of agricultural development sho~e that 

there was a time when growth of agriculture ~id not 

wait schooling and training schooling played a very 

insignificant role but now where technically superior 

factors of preduction are a principal source o~ 

agricultural growth schooling counts. 10 A lot of 

training is required for successful adoption of a 

complex agricultural factor. But it is surprising that 

little attention has been given to the process of 

learning. and also to the question how much learning is 

required and at what time. This is because 1t is not 

sufficient merely to adopt new factor and reap the 

larger return. I~ ia quite mialeading to think that 

once th8 farmers have successfully subatituted modern 

9. SChultz, T.w •• (1963). op. cit., p. 170. 

10. Schultz. Ibid. p. 178. 
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for traditional aoricultural factors. like any once over 

change. no or only a little additional learninQ will 

be necessary from tnen on wards. But that ie not 

being observed from tbe experience of the a4vanced 

countries. Their experience propagated the tact that 

lack of education means the h~n agenta has fewer 

capabilities than he would have if he miQht have been 

educated and acquired the skill and some useful 

11 knowledge associated with schooling. The farmer 

suffers the deprivation of basic learning skill. 

Types of Learning ~ 

so learning in this connection can b( classified 

into soae useful knowledQe and some useful skills. But 

both are verymuch complementary to each other and some 
' 

times they are inseparable. The new knowled9e and skills 

as we find cen be acquired in three ways. Those are 

through trial and error based on sheer experience the 

on the job training. and the third is by schooling. 

Pormal Education& 

Begining from the third type schooling in general 

is expected to contribute substanti .. ally to the achieve-

ment of the objective of changing the quality of thinking 

alonqwith adding to the quantity of factual knowledge. 

11. Schultz. Ibid., p.49. 
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TO enumerate the contributions education in form of 

schooling enunciates the adoptior. of more arabi tiowt 

standard of living with sufficient scope to callforth 
jl 

new efforts. It develops an enquiring mind rather than 

minds which too readily accept a tradition or superstition. 

It increases foresight and readiness accuracy reliability 

and brings initiative in adopting a method or taking some 

action on which other hold back. Readiness to work 

hard and sincerely and readiness to cooperat in new vays 

and new organisations also fallow up,. These are some of 

the attitudinal changes which acrue to farmers alonqwith 

formation of some basic skills of reading writing and 

arithmatics. Besides. some knowledge and understandin9 

nevelop among the farmers. which ena'ble them to 

appreciate changes. to understand the price movements. 

market trends taxe-s. and the ftmctions of t}')e available 

service units. 

Effective Level of Formal Education: 

Most of the empirical studies devoted to the study 

of this relationship unanimously conclude that agricul-

tural productivity is significantly related to the 

level of education but those differ on the question, what 

would be the level of education that optimises agricul

tural development and they hol~ different views regarding 
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the types of education that to be ~haaised et 

different stages of growth suitable to different 

conditions. 

Schultz holds the view that primary schooling ia 
12 the moat prafilabl-e of all levels of education. It 

entails the lowest cost per year of schooling for both 

the ooverruaent and for tae family a child belong to the 

children are still too young to do any appreciable amount 

of useful farmwork. So from a furely cost benefit 

consideration primary education !s zuppoeed to contribute 

more in comparison to other levels. But in contrast.to 

this view Cbeudhari established the importance of 

education of secondary leve1. 13 The adoptine behaviour 

and use of H.Y.v.a chemical fertilizer and other 

institutional faCilities ver• found more reaponsive to 

education of higher secondary level in comparison to the 

primary level or mere literacy. 

Informal Educe~tiona 

Other than formal education two toher modes of 

educatioa are- Informal education and Nonformal education. 

Info~l education is a lifelong process by which every 

12. Schultz. Ibid •• p. 201. 

13. Cbaudbari. D.P. •Education Innovation and A9fiCulturel 
Development•. Croom Rei~ London. 1971. 
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person acquires and accumulatea knowledge skilla 

attitudes and insights from daily experiences and 

exposure to the environment at work, from the atti t-

udea of friends. neighbours. radio • films and 

television:• Generally informal education is 

unorganised and often unaystematic,yet it counts for 

the larger part of a persona• lifetime learning. 

NonforMal tducationa 

Nonformal education, on the other hand, is 

organised. systematic educational activity carried on 

outside the framework of the fo~l system to provide 

selected type of learning to particular subgroups in 

the population. So nonformal education includes for 

example agricultural extension, farmers• training 

programmes. adult literacy programme occupational skill 

training given outside the formal system with substantial 

educational purposes. However it is difficult to have 

watertight compartments between these three ~ea of 

education. 15 

Both the formal a~ nonformal education as they 

exist today have been organised to augment and improve 

upon the infor.al learning proc~ss. For adults who 

14. Coomb and Ahemad. (1974) op. cit •• p. s. 

15. Coomb and Ahemad, Ibid., p. 9. 
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are committed to farming and who therefore canaot 

atend regular echoola, formal coursee those i111p0rted 

during the off season to teach new farm skills can be 

abown as a aort of foz;mal mode of education.. so adult 

education. to promote and facilitate certain valued type 

of learning euch as reading and writing which individual 

can not readily acquire through ordinary exposure to their 

eavironment is sorted Yery high the ~rnte~etional 

commission on the development of education• recommends in 

similar line that "We propose lifelong education as 

the master concept for educational policia3 in the year~ 

to come both for developed and developing countries. 

The commission also points out that adult education is 

obviously more important than full ttme (school education) 

for the success of agricultural development during the 

transitior•l period. By. adult educa-tion it ~~eans several 

forms of literacy work in general or technical training 

whicb increases the receptiveness to progress and also 

dissemination of new technique~. 

so lif~long learning system should be desiQned 

to provide every individual with a flexible and diversi

fied renge of useful learning options througout the 

lifettme1 ~ This .implies. both youn9 and the adults should 

16. Malasia. L. (1976) op. cit •• p.p. 11o-112. 
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have acquired a primary education or the basic trainin9 

which will anable the process of education to be continued 

and any such ayatem would have to synthesise the elements 

of both formal. informal and nonformal education. The 

official educational •tatiatics abowa a very precarious 

condition of the rural formal education. The rural 

primary achoola benefit fewer young than the official 

statiatica show. This serious deficit in primary acbool

ing compounds enormously the task of n~formal edueation. 17 

But in contrast the rural nonformal educatioa imparts 

comparatively few programme concerned with general basic 

education. The pattern of nonformal education programmes 

that has evolved so far is grossly inadequate and 

seriously imbalanced in relation to the educational needs 

of different groups ia rural communities. 

Nonformal Education of the Present state~ 

For(inatance)the usual method of teaching literacy,. 

to adults as it is found in practice is the alphabetical 

method. 18 The letters of,the alphabets are taught oae 

after another and then these are drilled in by combining 

into words. The adults get bored by this meaninoless 

drill and give ~ l~arning. long before all the letters ot· 

the cases they end the process with learning how, to write 

17. 

18. 

Coomb and Ahe~d. (1974) op. cit •• p.19. 

Chickermane. n.v •• NE~riment~ain Rural Educat!on• 
Studies and Research n Rural ucation, 1978, 
p.p. 66-67 •. 



their names. As such tbe literacy acquired is super-

ficial and lost much sooner than it is gaioe4. 

Effective Ronfo~l Education& 

Pour types of approaches are ~de under different 

forms of nonformal education.19 They area 
/ 

(1) The extension approach. 

(2) The training approach. 

(3) The cooperative self-help approach. 

(4) The integrated development approach. 

These are not mutually exclusive compartments. The 

extension model works with the objective of trana5Qrming 

the subsistence economy in to a dynamic market economy. 

The training approach in contrast emphasises the coranUDic-
' ation of information about innovative technicel practices. 

&eek for a more systematic and deeper learning of specific 

basic skills and related knowledge. 

The cooperative self-help approach on the otherhand 

starts with the assumption thet ~he complex process of 

rural transfurmation muat begin with changes in the rural 

people themselves. in their attitudes toward~ change 

in their aspirationa·for im?rovement and aboveall in 

19. Coomb and Ahemad. (1974) op. cit •• p. 24. 
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their perception of themselves and of their OWD 

inherent power individually and collectively to better 

their condition. The chief motive power for rural 

development muat come frOII\ within • Once the people 

are ready to NOve, help of various kindlin response to 

their expressed needs may be essential to sustain progress. 

Tbia process of self discovery and initiative 

leading to self-help and self-management ia seen as 

education. but of a quite different sort, th•n the 

education provided by formal schooling th~t tends to 

alienate them from their environment. The process of 

self-help is not indigenously accomplished by the rural 

people, rather cons.:f.derable outside belp is needed to 

break the environmental bottlenecks to rural development. 

Lastly, integrated development approach is 

highly veraatile and elastic which combine the elements 

of an methods of extension. training approach and self-help. 



CHAPTER - III 

Dil"iENSIONS OF DECISION-r-'.:AKING IN AGFi.lCVLTURE 
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Diaaeadnation of Agricultural knowledge an• Inform.tion 

Scientific knowledge will be fruitl••• if it 

ia oot extended to far.era for utiliaation in their 
1 

field to realiae better production. Tbe two 

process that ••termioe the prooreaa are innovation 

immitation will be of limite• value for economic 

growth. But the difference between innovation and 

1mmitation is often one of degree and not of kind • 

Other things being equal irrni~ation is easier and 

leas risky as compared to innovatioo~for the 

innovator by virtu of his effort beara the initial 

coats and accuaulatea empirical kDowletge Vhieh can 

be avail•• by iJIIRitator of the process. 

Model• of Diffusion& 

Prof. Hevelock and his colleagues nave 

distinguished three general models that can be used 

to investigate and explain the,creation introduction 

and diffusion of 1nnovation.2 These modela are c 

(1) Problem solver model. (11) P:eeearch development and 

diffusion model (iii) The social interaction .adel. 

Narayana. D.L •• op.cit •• p.39. 

Havelock (e<l) "Plannin~ for !nnovetion Through 
Diaetminatijn •Da ytll zetion of k#Ow!efge1 

ADD Arber l 73. 
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The preble• solver IIIOdttl .urvolves two roles that • 

cl,le.nt who haa a problea Yhicb he wishes to aol ve in 

tbe oae band and the prablea solver usually an 

organisation which would prowide a solution to the 

probl... The atartiag probl .. is the existence of a 

problem elonqwith the D.eed to solve it. The second model 

of tt1ffua1on auppoaea that a solution of a probl .. will 

create corresponding demand for the process of solution 

froa the farmers. The 1:b.ird a.odal of social interaction 

based pri-.rily on the introduction and diffusion of 

innovations. a process vhich requires interaction and 

communication among indiviauals with in social unit. 

That demonstrates the importance of social factors in the 

explanatioD of behaviour like the influence of opinion 

leadership interpersonal contacts social integration 

formal and informal organisation etc. These three roodela 

are not mutually exclusive to eachother. Peculiar to 

the Indian farming set up the third model explains a 

great part of adoption behaviour. If a new practice 

has aoae high initial advantages it becomea a aelf

austaining and aelf generating with hioh favourable 

spread effect. If the method were to involve any 

positive lo•• to the villagers he readily givea up the 

attempt to co~tinue with, and reacts very barsely.3 

3. Ryan. John au Saad Mib.T., •ericulturtl ECJuc:ttion 
~,r Develop .. nt in tbe M1ddleat•. American unt •• r.~ty 
o aelrut, l98o. p. !2. 
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Aa the rural people are ••rr aeasitive tbe revulaion 

spreads widely and an .attitude of oppoaition develop 

eJROng tbeal. SOIM ti-• even the beat of the proaising 

methods or improved practices may fail to take roota 

if it i.e iatroduced halfbasardly or iJII)roperly vi thout 

adequate preparation of the community vitb necessary 

underetaDdiDQ. 

The Problem of Diffusion of Knowledge a 

Without a nouriabing flow of pertinent knowledge 

and the capacity to convey it effectively to far.era 

agricultural knowledge is little more than a aeries of 

rituals.4 ~maintain such a flow a developing country 

requires a knowledge g~erating proceas cf ita own. 

Parmera are rarely benefited by the research work done 

else where if they are net communicated and are convinced 

about the advantages of the new'methoda. "Agricultural 

UDiversitiea,technolog.-1 Universities and rural Univeraitiea 

••••••••• are regarded as a major aource of generating 

productive knovl~oe in the field of research teaching 

extension and consultanoy aervicea: Re.liaino the 

confinement of re~earcb wrk in the labo. ·ratt"Jry of 

UDiversitiea aDd the demonstration field Prof. K. Cbellapan 

conaenta - that " there is ·• great need for an active 

and continuing in·teraction between Uftivereitiea an<! the 

uaera to fulfil the rural developMent efforta • 

•• CoQmba- Phillip. H. Ahemad Manzoor. • AtteckiDSI 
Rural Poverty•# Jobn Hopkina University preaa1 London. 
1974# p. 12i. 
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ID tbe learning and transfer process the Universities 

iavolve more at the level• of memory. ~nd understandinQ 
5 

and leas in tbe applications end transfer•. His 

obaervation is based on the field experiments in the 

University - Gandhi Gram Rural In•titute. He also 

realises the need for an active extension service 

network as he finds the number of such Universities is 

small that is 165 and the peoplE! to be served are more 

i.e. (820 million). The GoYernment has taken upon 

itself the very important responsibility of extending 

knowledge madti available in the laboratories end 

research stations to the people who need it • This 

process of extending the knowledge of recent advances 

in science and technology to the people who use it 

6 most ia mown as exteP..aion. The extension agency 

discharges functions such aa ed~ ting farmers in 

scientific idea-s i&a agricUlture and to enthuse them 

to adopt these. aolviDg problem of farmers in agricultural 

production and ensuring aupplies and aerviees to farmers. 

Extension System a-

The National Commiaaion on Agriculture (Go•t. of 

India 1976) baa a much broader perspective of the extension 

system. Extension in ita view refera to infor-.1 out.of 

5. 

6. 

Chellipa.n. K., "Role of 'lhliveraitiea in Rural 
Deve!;e;meot•. New frontiers of !auoatlon. JUly 
Sept r, 1990• 

Singhi, P.M. & Wadwalkar, s. and others "Management 
of Airiqulturtl Extenaion• I.I.M. Ahemadabad, 1982, 
p.p. 2-4. 
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scbool education and service• for the farming 

community to enable them to adopt improved practices 

in production manaoement and conservation and marketing 

of agricultural and allied activities • Agricultural 

exteoeion aLas at not only impart~ng knowledge and 

securing adoption of a particular improved practice but 

also changing the outlook of the far.er to the point 

where he will be receptive to and on his own initiative 

continuously seek means of improving his farm occupation. 

home and family life in totality. 

To aummerise extension is viewed as an 

educational progra.me to be undertaken by the public 

agencies to activate the process of transfer of knowledge 

science and technology from laboratories to people in 

order to help people to help tbemeelvea, Chanoe their 

attitudes and skills help them in far- planning decision , , 

making. use of inputs. storage. processing and marketing 

and etc. 

In terma of the organisational atructur~ at the 

bottom of the hierarchy in the field level a v.L.w. 

is provided for a group of .. bout 320 farmer• in the 

irrigation command areas and for 500 farwer• in other less 

ibten~ive areaa. AD Agricultural Extellllion officer ie 

1. Coombe. Phillip• H. Ahemad Mansoor. op.cit •• 
p.p. 28-29. 
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provided for superviaiag eight V.L.w.s. Since the early 

fifties apart from providing more staffs and funds the 

extension strategy baa also become increasingly eoaplex. 

By the ntid sixties a p.ro;ramme on n.tional de-.onatrations 

on faraa. Once 1n0re the limited performance of the 

Green Revolution has led the Govt. with the help of 

world bank consultants to workout a new approach to 

tackle the problea of agricultural extension. The new 

approach was formulatad in the mid sevent~ea and was 

operationalised in 1978. This was to revitalise 

agriculture through revit&lising tbe extenaion services 

and research. 

CoDditiona for succeaafuJ. btensioll System a-

The suceesa of such a system req-uires contpenents 

which together perfo~ five critical functiona & i.e. 

Identification of kDowledge Deeds of the farmers. 

Generation of knowledge to .set the identified needs. 

Dissemination and application of knowledge and tbe staff 

development and ~~tanagemeftt of the ayetem. The .aain 

probl .. of extension worker is to make cgnt-aet of IRi~s 

which reaul ts in :imitation. often the extension worker 

has to persuade the farmers of some locality to adopt 

the better metho~a8 • If once an innovation -succeeds it 

calla for goaaip, iDtereat investigation and discussion 

8. Shingbi. P.M. and others op.cit. p.p. S-9. 



for final adoption. If the exteaaion worker auceeeda 

in aolviog seNe ~bl.-s wbich worry the peasants 

verymuoh ,he gaias their confidence. But moat important 

is crea~tiag an atMoaphere where the far.ing community 

auat consider extenaion staff as an integral part of 

their colllllunity and look for his advice. 

It ia through conmunieation that the flow of 

information and the circulation of ideae is attained. 

The process of communication doesn't deal only with the 

source of first information about a new idea. A great 

deal depends upon bow the change agents or extension 

officers 90 about their job. The success of the programme 

depends upon the attitude and behaviour of the change 

agents towards the formers and<the village people at large. 

The agricultural extension system as it is 

functioning presently ia founded on a narrow vision of 

the objectives and proceas of agricultural education to 

promote maaa development. Extension is seen mainly as 

a process of inforiRing farmers about new technical 

practices and persuading them to adopt them which aball 

bring about increased agricultural output.9 SO increased 

production aeeme to be the overriding objective aDd 

criterion of success of agricultural development. 

l'reire, P. • Pe~~v i! the QppreeeecJ•. 
seabury Pre11e.or 1976. p. 52. 

The 
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The common ailment found allover the country that the 

axteoaion services vith the purely technical aspect• 

of agricultUral production leads to aerioua neolect 

of other iNportant knowledge needs of the fa~rs in 

the rural areas, aa very ofter. their main needs 

often run in other directiona. Tbe local extension 

aoenta are treated aa oneway mesaengera. 

The success of the extension service and a two 

way co~unication depend on the favourable attitude 

of the farmers~ at the reeeivino end • The entrepre

neurahip and. their j.mitative and adoptive behaviour 

depeDd on the culture, the level of literacy and 

education aa all these factors contribute for better 

communicatioo ability. 
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SBCTIOI!J -II 

The Adopter• end Adoption :-

Adoption of innovation ia alwaya eelective 

which item of a programme will be accepted and which; 

rejected and that too how soon depends upon a number of 

factors. Satadel Dasgupta (1963) 1 ned classified the 

adopters in Indian villages in to three aateQoriee. 
/ 

Those are innovators early adaptors and a~erage 

farmera. The izmo~ator_a are such fanners who come 

foreword and sought 1n£orm.t1on about the utility and 

application of a new item. The early adaptors seek 

information from the innoYators before they adopt an 

1nnovation,1aat come the latea6octors. 
~ - . 

En~repreneurahip in A-gri-culture i-

According to ClareDCe Danhof2 there can be fourfold 

classification of entrepreoeureship. The first and best 

type is known as the innovating entrepreneurship which 

corresponds to Daa;upta•a innovators section. Tbey are 

the aggresive exper!Mentora comparable to the Schumpeter

ian model. 1'be aecoDd category ia the i.aitative 

entrwpreneurabip corresponding to Dasgupta•s early 

1. 

~. 

Daagupta. Satdal, •tnovation and Inno~atora in 
Inaian villagee•Mao In India, vol. 43. no~ 1, 1963. 

Research centre .!a Entrepreneurial hiatory •ch!nge 
e-nd htrsr.geure.-. Havard ~iversity, p.p. 23-24. 
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adopters. The section comprises the persons who are 

ready to adopt the succesful innovations already 

experimented and perfected. In Indian agricultural set 

up they form the progressive section of farmers and the 

economy largely rely upon them to accomplish the goal 

of rapid economic development. The third class is 

known as the fabian entrepreneures consisting of 

cautious and sceptical farmers, who will try to bring 

innovation when failure to do so results in loss. They 

are by nature nonenterprising acting with a great sense 

of inertia. The fourth category is the drone entre-

preneures. They are the farmers who refuse to change 

their farming style even if it rr.eans loss and low return 

in relation to other producers. The typical traditional 

farmer in underdeveloped countries constitutes a perfect 
0 

drone entrepreneur while the fabian type is also 

significantly present in stagnant agricultural regions 

in terms of productivity. 

The classification of entrepreneurs is not 

very exclusive tJ:·pe as there are foun~ many other 

types toO' one of such is known as overcautious entre-

preneurs who is not so progressive as the immitator. He 

is responsive but 'conservative enough to wait until the 

local people have accomplished success$ For instance 

in introducing the new practices unless he is 

convinced# developing his own faith in new practices he 
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will not take to experiment. In o•neral. peasantry of 

eJMll meana in Ullderdeveloped countries respond slowly 

and cautiously for innovationa suQqeetad UDder the 

extension aenioe progralll'ftlt. 

So the two processes that determine economice 
3 change are innove~ioo and immitation while innovation 

is the soul foTce of economic development imad tat ion 

constitutes its subetanoe. Innovation without widespread 

immitation is often one of degree and not of a kind otber 

things being equal immitation is easier and less risky 

as comparee to innovetio~:. 

The Constraints in Dec1sionmak1n9 :-

When a new praetice ia widely adopted by a community 

tbereby enjoying ita benefits# it becomes a selfauatain

ing and self- generating innovation with favourable 

spread effects. But tbe apreadeffect largely deponds 

on tbe coDatrainte iavolved with the new elternativu. 

The constraints demand that the new alternative• or 

innovation perfona better than tbe status G'Jo on atleast 

one ~imension and equally a~ well on other dimension. 

3. Gladwin, Christina. (ed) op. cit., p. 60. 

4. Narayana, D.L. op. cit •• p. 19. 
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'!'hat implies the new alternative must yield ao .. 

more advantage in atleaat oDe direction. Co~ering the 

oonatrainta for the new alternative since tbe farmer baa 

got uaed to the traditional system. Very often tM new 

alternatives are not very exclusive of eachother. That 

compel the farmer to order the alternatives on the 

basis of constraints. This ordering depends upon the 

farmer's introspection and his foresightedness. so the 

profitability criterion of deciaionmaking variea from 

faraer to farmer even with homogeneous agro-infrestructeral 

environment. 

The constraints and decision making can be 

put to a decision tree model~ In the following example of 

decision tree different constraints are shown in the context 

of U!iD9 urea io the field. Suppose the farmer uses 

phospbet in tbe field vi th the introduction of urea in the 

area he finds different atlernatives and different conatraints. 

All tbe altern&tives are w,eighed on comparativ-e advantag•s 

of urea on the traditional farminQ pattern and the 

constraints come from aupply awareness knowledge, yield, 

coat and return6 riak capital and other conditions. In 

& way farmer order• those constraints and takea the 

decisions at different level. The trees of decisions are 
. 6 

big and amall counting the constraints involved. 

5. Gladwin. Christina. H. op. cit. p. 62. 

6. Barlett. P.F. (ed) Oladwin. Christina. H. p.p. 45-69. 



Conatrainta 

Supply a-

Awareneaa a-

Howknovledgea-

Yield a-

Return & cost a-

Riak :-

Other conditions& 

Capital a-
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Ia urea available 

Yea 

Are you aware of 
urea. 

Yea 

Do you lcnowD what 
v.L.w. aay. about 
wse of urea. 

Yea 

use both for good 
yield. 

Grosa Return for 
unit of urea 
that of tratliti-
onal. 

If urea too risky 
to uae. 

No 

Ti• and labour 
available for 
second uae • 

Yea 

Available credit/ 
capital to use 
uree with 
traditional. 

Yea 

'rry in Both 

No. 

llo. 

No. 

use traditi-
onal inatead 
of urea. 

If equal or 
leas 

Yea 

No • 

No. 

In one 

which crop 
need more 
ur ... 

Not used. 

Not uaed. 

Not used. 

Not uaecJ. 

.Not used. 

Not uaed. 

.Not used 

Not uaed 
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In regards to the constraint• from atatua Quo 

(it can be said) adoptioD ~aeana copiDQ with oew problems. 

1'he traditional ayatea ia based upo.n long established 

routines. in respect to all production activitea. 

Introducing a new factor or new it .. thw. would mean 

not only breaking with the peat but also coping with a 

problem. This is because the production possibilities of 
be 

the new item. will/subjected to risk and uncertainties as 

yet unknown. ID practice we find the agricultural factors 

that farmers employ have been used by them and their fore-

bears for a long tiiiM! and non o£ these factors meanwhile 

has been altered significantly as consequences of 

learning from experience. nor have many new agricultural 

factors been introduced. 'l'hia shows why the farmers. 

li.tted to traditional agricultural factors feel more 

secured in what they kDQW about factors than fartllt!rs who 

adopt and learn bow to use new factor of production. 7 

The C•ua•s of Nonadoption :-

To enumerate the factor• underlying nonadoption of 

new items and new ayste- farmblindness 8 comea aa the first 

atumbliD9 block. It !a a phenomenon which prevails in all 

professional oroups as a consequence of working for a long 

-7. SChultz. T.w.. op. cit •• p. 31. 

8. •tDdian JOurnal of Agricultural Economics• 
vol. xvi. DO. 2 1961. p.31. 
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period of time in the aama ndlieu. This abaraotristic. 

appears strongly in the farmer. The farmer feela that 

coDtain factors are f~ed and unalterable which makes 

certain failures ineYitable and the far~r canot do any 

thing about them. Absence of progress! ve outlook is 

another block. It ia the result of traditional routine of 

working in agriculture without change for a lono period. 

Environmental factors of iqnoranee, illiteracy and 

immobility stand in the way of conceiving a picture of better 

obstacle is the excessive dependence of the farmer on the 

neigbbourers' opinion. Even when the farmer is induced 

to accept the extension agents advice he ia bound to be 

overcautioua experi,..nter •• he lacks economic capability 
0 

to bear the coat of failure over and above the inadeqwaey 

of confidence in new meeaures. Hence poverty constitutes 
9 an impor~ant hurdle for adoption of new methods. 

Taking the above factors in to consideration it ia 

obvioua that every new d•velopment programme for farmers 

may face different degrees of acceptance or reaiatance from 

the me&abera, of the conan.mi ty depending upon the mental 

att:itudea, social and cultural values and the econoade .. tup. 

The degree of response in the adoption of a new 

practice or any item of technological change on part of the 

9. - Narayana. D.L •• op. cit., p. 41. 
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farmer aay be classified into five stages. Theae 

area (i) awareness of the existence of an improvement 

or facility. (ii) passive acceptance, that ia an attitude 

of using without effort. (iii} preparedneaa, an attitude 

of readiness to adopt it. (iv) adopt~ing the practice. 

an attitude of progress innovation and experimentation. 

{v} active acceptance, that ie an attitude of continued 

effort and readiness to adopt it. 



CHAPTER - IV 

DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF THE STUDY 
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A Nona on Methodolocn a-

Various developmental pro;ecta , national extension 

services and other agencies propagating iftl)roved farmino 

techaiquea in the rural areas are being UDdertaken for 

last three decades. Even if those policies never pay 

priority to any apecific section, there exists Qreat 

differences in acceptance of those new ideas among the 
1 farmers. Recently the Green Revolution has shown a 

high inclination to the interest of the big farmers in tbe 

wheat belt of northern India. Inapite of honest efforts 

made by the government and other agencies to bring the 

advantaQes of the revolution to other parts of the 

country very little progress has been marked. Besides, 

great degree of variatioa is found even among the 

farmers of a region in accepting the new scient~fic methoda. 

This shows that there are factors contributing to the 

farmers• progresaiYenass other than the infrastructeral 

provisions, which implies that with in a ·farJaera • eon~nuni ty 

the rate of acceptance and innovatiYeness as well ia 

expected to depend ....,on economic: poai tion. social status. 

educational level. •alue ayate• etc. of the farmer. 

The'preaent •tudy ia intended to inquire into the extent 

1. From '!'Went 
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to which these factors and specifically education is 

reaponeible for tbe farmer to farmer variation in 

aeeepting improved agricultural practices. 

The study is designed with the objectives to find 

out the following aspects. 

{1} How individual former differs in access and exposure 

to (communication) informations about modern agricul

tural teehnoloqy on the basis of educational 

attainment. In this context the intension is to 

find out the difference in types of relationship 

with the extension agent and with other ~armers of 

the region. 

(2) How the farser differ in their,ability to decode 

the information and in moulding the available 

informatioD into their practical use. 

(3) on the basis of education what are the possible differ

ences among farmers ability to plan and willingness 

to take risk in order to'attain certain goal and also 

their differing value orientations. 

(4) Tc aateqoria~ the early adopters the immitatora and 

the laggards and also the entrepreneurial ability 

in them. 

(~) The possible barriers they face and the differing 

number and intensity of such barriers on the baaia 

of their •~ucational attainment. 
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So the JQ8iD fecua of the study 1• the sociopey

ehological dimensions of education which contribute to 

agricultural development in terms of farmers• progressive

ness and consequent iDcreeae in the productivity. The 

study al•o tries to focua on the extent. the farmers 

utili••• available services from cooperative societies. 

extenaioa system and the village level worker. 

Hypotheses : 

{1) Farmers with higher educational statue tend to adopt 

the improv~ practrcea .ore than the farmers of lower 

educational status. 

(2) Farmers with required level of education take more 

advantage of tbe available extension services in 

comparison to that by farmers. not heving the 

required level of educat~on~ 

(3) The sources of farm information differ from educated 

farmers to uneducated farmers. 

The factors affecting adoptive behaviour of the 

farmer can be broadly classified into two cateoories 

viz. economic factors and sociocultural factors. But 

economic status is also related to some non eeonoiRic factors, 

Faraera of higher educational status with proper communic

ation channels and progressive cultUL·al values may have 

greater scope and oppertunitiea to benefit from new 
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agricultural ideas by virtueof their superior knowledge. 

skills aDd progressive value orientation. 

The general bypothesia of t9e study is that 

the fanaers• rate of adoption of !~~~proved agricultural 

practices is dete~Ded by their educational attainment. 

The concepts and tell'D8 used in the study are 

defined below. 

Adoption :- The actual uae of an improve<! practice by 

a farmer on a trial or pe~nent basis within past year 

substituting some traditional ones. 

Agricultural inputaa- This refers to the seeda. 

chemical fertilizers. pesticides and implements available 

to the for.era at the Yillage level through cooperatives. 

private sources and extension services. 

Educational statua a- For operational convenience and 

to observe some distinct effect of education on agricultural 

practices educational status as defined here counts only 

the formal education of higher secondary level. such 

an arbitrary definition of education was felt necessary 

on the basis. that education of atleae~ higher secondary 

in the present educational setup is expected to have 

some special i~reasion on a person in comparison to 

a berely educated person with sufficient scope tor 

informal and nonformal education. 
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The nonformal education here include• the 

acl-ul t education. and 1a0re apecificall.y the training 

under extension services. 

Selected Improved Agricultural Pract1ces :-

selected iiiProved agricultural practices are those 

practices, popularised and sponaered by the extension 

agencies in that particular area and also by the 

agriculture department. They include use of improved 

st~aina, chemical fertilizers, improved farm instruments 

and plan protection measures pesticides, fungicides and 

weedicides. 

This is essentially a microscapic study covering 

three sample villages. Tbe data were collected through 

personal ictervieva with the farmers. oueationa were 
0 

phrased to elicit the desired information relying heavily 

on the experience of others with regards to the format. 

In ahort. a questionnaire was constructed using operation-

alisation of similar studies. Adequate care was taken to 

make the correspondents understand the objective of the study 

and the meaning. peculiar to different questiou.. 

The basic criterion for selection of the villages 

was to fiDdout the farmers with required level of education 

and alao rouQhly typical of the range of variability of 

fa~ng pattern. However official records shoved 
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comparatively steady growth of agricultural production 

in that area. Criteria for aelecting far.ers for 

interview were more narrowly specified. selection was 

restricted to farmers who actually ~de the day to day 

decieiona on the farm. They are landowners themselves 

and the maiD occupation vas farming for all the farmers. 

The purposive aampling was followed to find out 20 

farmers with required le-vel of formal educ.tioc and 20 

fanaers wel. below the required level of education from 

the villages. But regardiag the age structer.cost 

size of the land holding and variety of crops produced 

intention was to accommodate maximum variations. The 

objective was to purposively include farmers covering 

wide range of farming practices. 

The interview schedule waa broadly divided into three 

aections. First vaa about the personal data regarding 

age. occupatio~ literacy status etc. The second one included 

the general info~tion about farmers• landholding land 

under highyielding varieties. use of any specific scientific 

ill$trument aDd the like. The aecond section asked for 

information about the economic factors and about the 

infrastructeral facilitiea. The third section entitled 

the extent of adoption of improved practices and also about 

tbe cornmuni.cation behaviour. The third section wa~ the 

.oat important section under the observation of which the 

study was UDdertaken. 
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LilllitatioDaa-

Even if maximum care was taken to include the 

perceive~ changes in the faradng practices. leek of 

uaiformity. that ia multi~imenaionality of farmino 

practice• pose~ ~ifficultiea in takino note of all. 

Moreo.er, the decision regarding adoption aDd non• 

adoption of some items were half bazard. which required a 

lot of guesswork for both the interviewer and interviewee 

to decide whether an act comes UDder adoption or not. 

Partial coverage•· The study wae confined to the 

farmers of only three villages cultivating a few variety 

of crops. Farmera, engaged in allied practices like 

poultry. fishery and dairy alongwith agriculture. were 

DOt resonably covered. The study waa confined to field 

practices only. But attempts were made to add maximum 

variability and aeiataiDing flexib~lity in the process 

of deta collection. 

The limited ~cope 1- Siace agriculture vas not practised 

in commereialised way the credit orientation and marketing 

of products were not observed in large scale. Only 

the membership to the cooperative society aDd source of 

market information were thus considered relevant to 

••sure the progreasiveness of the farrDer1!1 and their 

commuaication ability. 
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The iatention of revealinq the farmer• • value 

orientation re('Jer41no education of their children end the 

use of education in the farming practices was not 

attaiaed with •atisfaction a-a the respondent• were 

found. ;ivin; contradictory Yiews i'n this context. 

The depeDdent variable in tbia atudy is the 

level of adoption of modern techniques of cultivation at 

the individual level. Since the major aim here is to 

explain different level• of adoption and to locate the 

reaponaible factors. The dependent variable was 

formulated in terms of farmera' responses to questions 

dealing with aspects of local agricultural practices. 

some objective measures of adoption behaviour were 

sorted out. Those are cropping intensity. percentaQe of 

area under hi;hyielding Yarietiee, the percentage of crop 
0 

supplied with chemical fertilizers. peatieides. and any 

positive chenge regarding crop produced or medium of 

irrigation etc. Abeence of any prior index or relative 

importance of the above factors obviously delimits the 

study. However a great deal of e~rcise was done to 

formulate some tentative index of the relative inportanee 

of tbe factors under the dependent variable. 

The Extent o~ Adoption in CoDtext of the Study 1-

The norma found relevant and followed i~ course 

of the fieldwork are given belowa 
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Intensity of actoption vas ranlce~ high at the initial 

level in comparison to the adoption at the later staoes 

which vere -.rely suppl ... ntary to the procefts. Thia ia 

beeau.ae a shift frOM food crop to some eesb crop 

correapondino to a change in profitability i• of greater 

iaportance than using some new ebemic.l fertilizer to 

tbe traditional crop. 

This implies any positive change involved with 

laroer chain of decisions should be ranked high in 

comp~rison to that with less number of it. This also 

implies tbat some adoption decision. ean be taken without 

much hesitatioa a~a the constraints involved are not many. 

But in case of some other the farmer has to confront with 

a number of contrainta which requires a aeries of 

decisions at different levels. so by measuring the 

extent of adoption only by objective index may not 

reveal the clear picture of adoptiveneas and progressive

ness of the farmer. 

Moreover. at some transitional stage some new 

factors and processes may be adopted by farmers with 

~reater on lea•er case. But once the process is establis

hed little perceptible difference in their behaviour 

can be marked and that too to relate to their personal 

factora. so it was felt aecesaary to· take into account 

the ohanQes they have accepted at different periods in 

comparison to their counterparts in the same particular 
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region. inated of heavily relying upon the present 

farmdng practices~ 

Similarly ia the coatext of acquiring iDfo~tion. 

the sources were not very excl uai ve to each other. A 

farmer is expected to know about the farm affairs and 

about other related aspects from a large number of 

sources simultaneously. Some sources ~nay communicate lftOre 

and sollle may less of informationa~ but the multiplicity 

of aources markes it difficult to findout the communica

tion behaviour. 

So tbe importance was given only to the mein sources 

of information. and the sources those contribute potent

ially in taking some important decisions on the basis of that 

two -.jor soucea were sorted out. Tbe aeighboura. villaQe

level workers one is internal to the social system and 

the other is external to it. However the external one 

waa evaluated hi9her in the study as the scope of getting 

information about modern practices is more with the 

extension system. 

Prom the poiDt of view of innovativeneaa another 

majorino index was dependence on the neighbour~ng farmers. 

The 1nnovetivenesa is inversely related to the number of 

farmerE consulted about the technicalities of the new 

process before adopting it. But on the otherhand the 
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quality of leadership ia measured under the index of 

number of ~ersons coming for advice. The number is 

directly related to leadership quality in a fanner. 

That is the more the farmers come to consult a farmer 

and depend on him in decision makinq the higher hia 

leadership quality of and the larger the volume of 

info~tion he acquires. 
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SECTION-II 

Description of settinoa-

The state of Ori~•a is located in the East 

coast of India in between 17 48' and 22 34' north 

latitude and 81 24' and 87 28' east longitude. Out 

of 13 districts in Oriaaa Puri district occupies an 

important place for the reason of ita geographical 

and historical significance. It is bounded o.D the 

north and north-ea~t by the districts of Dhen~nel and 

Cuttack and on the west and south-est by Bay of Beng•l. 

The d1•tr1ct covers an area of 10.159 sq. kms. th~t is 

6.52~ of the atate•s area. The selected area of study 

caome~ under the Ni .. par~ block of Puri district. 

Nima~ a town. the block. heedquarter is situated on 

the major district road No. 80 which connects important 

places like J(oraark. J<aJc:atapur and Astaranga. It is 30 Jaa. 

fer from the state capital Bhubaneawar. The town haB 

its considerable i~rtance as a centre of commercial 

activities. Other than the block level officers there 

is a privata degree college which providea educational 

facilities for the atudeDts of most of the Yillages. 

comming under the block. 

The area has the physical and climatic characterist

ics. which are conducive for agriculture. The red and 
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yellow soils of the area are wellsuited for rice 

cultivetion. Major part of the soil is rainfed. Tanks and 

wells are the maiD aouraea of irrigation aupple~~ented 

by caaal irri;ation ayatem of a perspective type. 

designed to supply water only in the event of the 

failure of rain during IIODSoon. Pumpsets are installed 

on wells and streams.Paddy is the main crop which covers 

82% of the area. Pulses aDd oilseeda end su9arcane are 

also grown but over a small area. 

The Selected Villageat 

Bamanal 1 Of the three selected villages Bemaoal is 

the biggest. having 175 households consisting 1043 persons. 
0 

It is connected to the block headquarter by a kuccha road 

of about e kms. The access to the village sometimes 

become difficult ia the rainy season by vehicles. Majority 

of the villagera are Brahmin by caste and are also 

literate. The village is also the centre of facility 

for postal, benki~g aarvieea and millino of producta. 
I 

Education up to matriculation is available in the village. 

A high school has been f~tioning since 1960 and long 

before that a primary achool ,and a middle level school· 

were setup by the villa;era. A cooperative credit society 

operates in the village. extendia; the credit facility to 
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other nearby vill.agea. A villaQe nat• sits twice a 

week aDd serves as tbe retail market for some 15 far 

and ... r villages. Tbe village came under the 

exteaaioa service with tbe •ppointmeat of ita first village 

level worker in 1970. The present v.L.w was posted 

in the village in 1989. He is very popular among the 

villagers for his friendly and helpful nature. He 

is said to be more eecesaible in comparison to others 

who served the village earlier. 

Jemare a The vi~lage J.all&!lr.a is a fairly large one 

having 54 household consisting of 372 persona. The 

Yillaoe comes on the way of block headquarter, Nimap~·a 

town from Bamanel village. It is si twa ted two km. away 

froa Bamanal and 6 Jaa. from Nimap~ a. There ie a middle 
., 

English school in J4mara~ For almost all other facilities 

tbe villagers share witb the people of Bamanal. In 

coaparisoa to other two sample villages the villagers of 

Jaaara have shown remarkable progress in ooamercialiaing 

agriculture. But_in contrast to other sample villaQea 

it has lower literacy ratio. 

Naraladeuli 1 Naraladeuli, the third village is a small 

village of 22 households oona1at1ng of 165 personc. E~ueat

ion of primary level is available in the village. The 

pri.aary aahool hes two teachera and •s sttdenta. Out of 
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which 18 are girls. Nine boya and three girls of the 

village are in the llliddle school of four boys in the 

Highschool of Bamanal village. Six boy•• who are in 

colleQe co~~~~tunicate Nimap.;.a town everyday. 

The overall agricultural setup of the area 

under study is described from different perapectives. 

Investment perspective s 

Other than the traditional heada of investment, 

expenditure for irrigation facility forms a l~rge share. 

Even the caaal irrigation facility is there for 50% 

of the croppecl land a lot of expend! ture ia iDCurred for 

some additional facilities. The farmer. tried to 

acquire diesel pumpseta for their peraooal use. Farmers 

doing horticulture in land adjacent to their houses opted 

for electric pumpsets, tubewells and deepwella. 

Expenditure for pesticides and fertilizers and 

H.Y.v.s is very common with the farmers. Farmers were 

fouad of investing for fishery and also in dairy. However 

these iavestmenta were not very common to ~th the 

Sectiona. The uneducated section prefered investing in 

goat ~reedino to other subaidiary business. EYen though 

they were found with orchards t~t don't come UDder 

horticulture •• thoae were meant for domest~c consunption. 
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Besides. the farmers spend a lot for servicing their 

equipmeats. for buyiDCJ new one. in buying bullocks 

hiring tractor•. They were found interested to have 

their own spraying machines. weeders than biriDg 

those in the time of ne••· 

Prom tbe volUIIe basis the farmera had to 

spend the largest part in paying the wages. The 

wage rate and availability of the labourer served the 

most important criterion in every decision making. The 

farmers with small holding were independent of the 

effect to some extent as they relied upon the family 

labour. The progressive use of tractors baa reduced 

the demand for labour. (Still it ia incapable of 

providing much help.) Tractors are hired only for 

ploughing purpose. But during the harvesting season it 

baa ita little use. Farmers have to pay exorbitant wages 

to tbe farm labourers. This was also stated as the main 

reason behind not acquiring personal tractors even some 

farmers were found capable of acquiring it. · 

Irrigation ayatem •-

At tbe time ot surYey it wea found that there were 

around 30 pumpsets (both diesel and electric) in these 

villages. Even though every family in all the villages 
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have atle~st a deepvell or a tubewell. but very few of 

those could be used for agriculture. Only pump sets 

vere used to bring canal water to their field. so 

pumpaets were the main aource of irrigation other than 

the canal water. The farmer~ used to hire pumpsets 

in the time of need if tney didnot possess their own. 

WOrking capital : 

Farmers generally depended upon their personal 

saving and farm turnover fe-r their further investment. 

Even though this area has always been a deficit area 

farmers were not found mortagaging their land or 

precious matals~ Farmers in general borrowed from the 

cooperative credit society but their attitudes differeo 

from person to person as presented in their responses. 

LaM type I 

The consolidation(of landholding)movement was not 

successful since scattered land holdings were found after 

completion of the consolidation operation. Lands in this 

area are placed at different levels. The low level lands 

are frequently affected by floods and by water lo9ging 

because of continuous baavy rain for a few daya. Around 

75~ of the land area in the region is of this variety. 

So any abnormality in monsoon ia reflected in the 
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agriculture! production of the area. The remaining 

part is said to be dryland and are leas effected by 

floods but those have the inherent problema from 

irrigation point of view. Since placed at hioh 

level canal water doesnot reach the field. rarmere 

usually produce pulses in those lands as they donot 

require irrigated water. With the advent of increased 

irrigation facilities farmers were doing double 

cropping iD the suitable lands. In most of the 

cesea farmera used to sow pulses while paddy was 

still in the ripinq •tage. 

The Cropping Pattern : 

The eroppiaq pattern has also underQOne a marked 

change as some of tbe traditional varietie~ were being 

replaced by local improved varieties and also by some 

hiqh yielding varieties. The Rabi crops were not 

common to all the farmers of the area. In most of the 

cases farmers produced pulses for their domestic 

conaumption. Introduction of H.Y.v.s w3s accompanied 

by the availability of canal water in the reqion. The 

paddy •arietiea. most popular for high production' 

potential were I.R. 1014 and I.R. 1009. Besides, some 

water reiatant varieties were also produced. The 

availability of seeds and the soil condition have been 
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the me jor determinants of the use of H. Y. V. s The 

use of H.Y.v.s bas also beeD restricted due to 

limited av•ilability of fertilizers and risk of 

flood. In tbe initial stage a handful of fanners 

started experimenting with these new varieties but 

could not afford to pay adequate care an• eoDdition. 

so the demonstration effect vas poor for a pretty long 

time but with a persistent trial and error process 
. 

some of the~ could produce reasonably hloh aad showed 

high profit. Afterwords farmers gained confidence and 

tried to increase the share of H.Y.v~s in total 

sown area. At present some farmers are interested to use 

for their total cropped are~ butuntimely supply 
/1 

of fertilizers and low working capital to buy H.Y.v.s 

pesticides and fertilizers handicap them. Use of H.Y.v.s 

and fertilizers in case of pulses is very limited. even 

if aoae farmers produce pulse like urad and green gram 

as the main crop. 

Tbe Size of Holding and Croppattern : 

unlike the general trend there seems DO 

correlation between, the size of holding and the use of 

H.Y.V.s 'l'be trend is reverse as it was found that the 

incidence of using H.Y.v.s was high for the farmers with 

holding of one aere to five ac~es. They were foun~ using 
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H.Y.v.s for bigger share of the1r lan~. This may be 

due to conformity with the COI'lCept of operational 

holding. But as the for~~ers give reason like limited 

availability of H.Y.v.s. limited potential of irrig

ation and working capital. it was found that farmers 

can add to tbe production if they would be provided 

with better services and some additional facilities. 

Fertilizer use 1 

The region has not shown a balanced progress 

in the use of fertilizers with the use of H.Y.V.s and 

irrigation. In compariaon to the use of H.Y.V.s, uae 

of fertilizers is very limited. The farmers used 

compost am green manure and other traditional types. 

But with the introduction of H.Y.V.s they started to 

use chelnical wi tb the tradi tiona! manures. However the 

farmers were not applying the prescribed amount of 

various types in proper order or in proper time of 

a?plication. Por Rabi crops use of fertilizer was more 

generous. 

Use of all the three factors H.Y.V.s, fertilisers 

and pesticides followed the availability of canal 

irrigation facility. The canal link vae provided to the 

area. in 1967 and H.Y.V.e and chemical fertiliser were 

applied in regular basi• afterwards. Farmer& started 
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usin; diesel pumpset in the early ei~hties. In 

comparison to other regions of the some block. 

progress in usin~ these .odern factors is marked 

higher. Paraer havino their land for away from the 

canal were found cultivating urad as the main 

production as that requires less irrigated water. 

Supply of Inputs: 

Farmera usually collected fertilizer and H.Y.v.s 

seeds from the block office at the block headquarter and 

often they availed those from at the village cooperative 

society and from the village level worker. However they 

depended largely upon the supplies from the free market. 

The recommended does of fertilizers for H.Y.V paddy 

in the region of N.P.K. is 36.18.18. That is Nitrogen 

content of 36 kg. phosphet of 18 kg. and potasium of 

18 kg. per acre. · But average actual use is much less 

than the recommended amount very aften the farmers have 

to substitute one type of fertilizer for another in case 

of non availability of the required types; so it was 

difficult for them to keep regular count of the quantity 

of contents used and to abide by the recommended success

ion of use. 

Tt~ farm machineries in the region were limited 

to tractors. iron hoe. sprayers, and seeder machines. 

The traditional wooden pl~gh was inadequate for proper 

land preparation for high yielding varieties. So farmers 
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shifted to iron hoes. Farmers with large holding 

opted for ploughiD9 by tractor. Tractor was used 

only for tilling purpose1 but other field operations 

and transportation was done by bullock driven 

instruments and bullock cart. Farmers generally brought 

tractor on hire in the time of need. some time in 

early seventies aome farmers had tried to use power 

tiller. But that was given up after experimental use 

for some years. 

Sprayer ~chines were the most commonly used 

instruments for applying pesticides# and for applyinQ 

other plant protection 1tem8. Sprayers were available 

at subsidised prices and were needed frequently. so 

farmers prefered to by those for personal use. 

The Traditional varieties ; 

The local varieties were also equally treated 

aa those called for less investment. Those donot 

require high dose of fertilizer. Those are more flood 

resistant, less affected by pests and insects, and 

are of much conformity to the traditional farming 

pattern. SO some improved local varietiea are equally 

popular. It was also observed that the production 

per acre for H.Y.V.a in unfavourable condition ia almost 

same or even lesa in comparison to the per acre produc

tion of improved local varieties. 

source - Census of India 1981 • 

Puri District, Orissa. 



CHAPTER -V 

IMPACTS OF FARMERS' EDUCATION ON 
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Analysis of Data : 

Data obtained by analysing the schedules used 

for fieldwork are present~ and are iaterpreted in 

fora of simple percentages. This is doae for the 

response for all the aspects, taken in to conaideratioo 

under the study. Data obtained from the relatively 

educated and lesseducated section are interpreted in a 
" 

comparative frame. The significant aspects observed 

from the tabulated data have been brought to foeus. 

Land Holding: 

some writers believe that high economic efficiency, 

associated with ownership of large holding may result 

in the adoption of a large number of improved agricul-

tural p-rac-tices. In other words, they say that there 

is a poai tive and high correlation between economic 

status or the extent of land ownership and prac~ice

adoption by the farmers. 1 However there are others who 

substantiate a negative correlation between the size, 

of holding and adoption. They argue that, small size 

of holding is more intensively cultured, when there 

'is motivation for higher production. But the 

1. Dasgupta, Satadal. • Innovation end Innovators 
in Indian villages•, man ia India, vol. •3. ao. 1, 

. 1963. 
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observation, made under the study doesnot come in 

conformity to either of these two extreme view. 

Farmers with varying size of holdings opted for new 

inputs and practices,. almost in equal degree,. suitable 

to the size of holding and also for other considerations. 

From among the respondents more than one third 

of the respondents have the land holdings. ranging 

from one acre to five acres in size. That include& 

50% of holdings of the less educated farmers and 20% 

of that of the relatively educated farmers~ The major 

distribution of the correspondents in the relatively 

educated section comes under the 6to 10 acre range of 

the landholding. The average size of holding of the 

correspondents from both the sections also lies with 

in the same ~ange. Table - 1. 

Land Holding Pattern 

Size of the Relatively Lese educated Totai 
~and HoldinQ Educated 

No. " No. % No. % 

Up to 5 acres. • 20 10 50 1-4 35 

6 to 10 acres. 12 60 8 40 20 50 

11 tolS acres. 3 15 2 10 5 12.5 

16 & more. 1 5 1 2.5 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 100 

.source Field study conducted in the rronth vf 
September. 1990. 
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Irric;;Jatioa: 

The extent of 8dopt1on of improved agricultural 

practices is sai~ to be closely connected to irri9~tion 

facilities. Irrigation is the factor. which often 

decides the crop pattern. the number of crops and 

extent of yield an~ so on. The following table 

shows the distribution of the respondents' on the 

basis of percentage of their land holding irrigated. 

Table - 2. 

Table - 2 

Land under irrigation 

Percentage of Relatively Less- Total 
total land Educated educated 
Irrigated No. " No. " No. 

Unirrigated 2 10 5 25 ' 7 

Up to 25 " 14 70 14 70 28 

26%~0 so% 3 15 1 5 4 

51%to 75% 1 5 - - 1 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 

source - Field Study. 

" 
17.5 

70 

10 

2.5 

100 

The respondents. not having any irri~ated land 

form 17.5% of the total sample population. While 10% 

of the relatively educated farmers do away w~th 

irrigated land. 25% of the less educated section forms 

., 
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the counterpart. More than(two third) 2/3 of the 

responde.nts possess the irrigation facility for about 2 5% 

of their cultivated land. Farmers irrespective of their 

land size. more or less depend on the monsoon. The 

irrioatiou facility also depends upon the location of the 

landholding. The landholdings are to a great extent 

scattered over the region. Land near the canal get 

sufficient water even little special arrangement is rr.ade 

for. The special arrangements made for irrigation can 

be marked from the table - 3. 

Table - 3 

Means of Irrigation 

Method of 
Irrigation 

Pumpset only 

Canal only 

Pumpset end 
Canal 

Total 

Relatively 
Educated 

No. " 
1 5.5 

6 33.3 
11 61.2 

18 100 

source - Field Study 

Less-
educated 

No. % 

1 6.6 

10 66.6 
4 26.6 

15 100 

Total 

No. % 

.., 6 ' 
16 48.5 

15 45.5 

33 100 

Out of the total 33 respondents who arc having some 

or other irrigation facility around 50% have pumpsets and 

45% out of them have both the facilities. In a relative 

sense respondents from the educated section are in advantage 
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position. While 33% relatively educ8ted farmers depend 

on Canal only, more than 6cr. have arranged for pumpset 

in 8ddition to the eana~ water facility. More than 

85% of the less educated section on the otherhand depend 

on the canal water a!l the single source of water. 

Improved Strains& 

From the general trend it is found that, those regions, 

assured of irrigation facilities are more expected to accept 

new agricultural practices. As a matter of fact many 

improved strains require assured irrigation facility. 

But it was observed under the study that some farmers 

have shifted over to high yielding varieties even, they 

donot have secured watersupply. Both the sample farmera 

from the relatively educate~ sectioD adopted high 

yielding varieti3s even though their land holdings are 

completely rainfed. But from the lesseducated 
A 

counterpart out of five sample farmers (who are not 

having irrigated land) two are still continuing with the 

traditional varieties. The table -4 shows that while 

90% of the relatively educated respondents have Rpplied 

H.Y.V.s to more than 5~ of their laad while only 50% 

of the less edl1JCated have applied H. Y. V .s to their land• 

rahging from 51" to 75" of their land holdinQ. 
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Table -• 

Area applied with H.Y.v.s 

Share of Land Relatively Lea a- Total 
und.er H.Y.V.s Educated educated 

No. % No. " )Jo. % 

Not used - 2 10 2 s 

Up to 25% 1 5 3 15 4 10 

26%to SO% 1 5 5 ~5 6 15 J. 

51%to ?5% 8 40 10 so 18 45 

76%tol00% 10 50 10 25 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 100 

Source - Field Study, 

The use of HeY.V.s was not a recent change in the farm 

culture for most of the farmers. The use of H.Y.V.s came in 

advant to the availabi~ity o£ the canal water, but the 

progressive use of some nev category like I.R. 8 I.R. 36 c.R. 

1030 c.R. 1009 and C.R. 260 is not very past story to the area. 

There are farmers- still relyin~ on the traditional varieties. 

They find the traditional varieties to be more flood resistant 

and are less affected by pests. SO that requires less plant-

protection measure. The farmers in this case rate high 

the norm of loss minimisation but to some extent they are 

the lateadopters. The distribution of the respondents on 

baeia of difference in the period of using H.Y.V.s is 

shown in the table-s. 
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Table - 5 

Duration of using H.Y.V.s 

Period of Relatively Less- Total 
Application Educated educated 

No. " No. " No. % 

Previous year 1 5 2 11 3 8 

2 to 5 years. 8 40 10 55.5 18 47 

6 to lOyears. 7 35 5 28. 1 " 32 .l..L 

llto 15years. 4 20 1 5.5 5 13 

Total lO 100 18 100 38 100 

Source - Field Study1 

Around 55% of the total respondents have taken up 

the new varieties within a period of last five years~ There 

is no marked difference between the relatively educated 

section ~nd the less educated section in adopting the new 

varieties except a few cases. one of the sample formers 

from the relatively educated section has tried the cr. 1009 

variety long before the variety was brought to the area 

by the V.L.W. Three other farmers also from the same sect5on 

were fiSst to shift-over to I.R. 1030 variety when in~roduced 

by the V.L.W. First they tried the variety in an 

experimental basis but verysoon they started to eow the 

variety in maJor part. The demonstration effect was not 

strong in the initial years of application. But to the 

credit of these farmers, their persistent effort to better 
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off brought high margin over the traditional strains. This 

made other farmers to think positively for the adoption 

of the new varieties. The table -5 however shows that 

the lesseducated farmers are trailing behind the relatively 

educated section in adopting new variety. Even after the 

observation of 15 years of higher productivity with H.Y.V.s 

10% of les~educated farmers are still continuing with the 

traditional strains. By bringing the data of table-S into 

cumulative ~requency table we can find the trend of 

adoption. But here it is assumed that H.Y.v.s. were 

introduced in the region 15 year back. 

Table -6 

Cumulative % of adopters over years. 

Years Relatively Less·· Total 
Educated educated 

No. " No. " No. " 
0 to 5 • 20 1 5 5 12.5 

6 to 10 11 55 6 30 17 42.5 

llto 15 20 100 18 90 38 95 

Source - Field Study, 

20% of the relatively educated farmer~ and 5% of 

the lesscducated farmers have adopted some H.Y.V.a in the 
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firat five years of introduction. With in the next 

five year term 55% of the first section and 30% of the 

leaaeducated adopte-d the new varietiea aDd vi th in 15 yeant of. 

introduction al.ost all the relatively.educated farmers 

entered the adopter group while 90% of the leaseducated 

section have start~d sovino H.Y.V.a. 

'or two sections of the farmers we can dorive two 

cumulative adoption curves. similar to that of Beals and 

2 Rogers• •s• curve • The trend. ob8erved from the curve 

tella that in the initial ataoe a few people adopt a new 

practice. When the practice is found profitable, many 

come forevard. The $Warm like adoption gives a st~ep 

slope to the curve and towards the end a few late adopters 

and loQgards are left vho adopt the practice very late. 
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The wo curves representi09 the adoptive behaviour 

of relatively educated aDd lesseducated farmers shows two 

district patterns of adoption behaviour. The •s• shape 

is less prominent for tbe relatively educated section because 

of higher adoption in the first ten years in comparison 

to that of tbe less educated farmers. In the last five 

years the less educated farmers had a higher adoption 

rate of around 125% of the previous 10 years while that 

for the relatively educated formers was only 82%. This 

shows that the probability of early adoption is highe.t:: 

for the relatively educated section of the farmers. 

Improved Implimentsa 

Use of modern !mpliments like tractors powertillers 

!a accepted as a major step towards mod.ernised farming system. 

But in Indian soil use of tractors and powertillera cannot 

be strictly taken as a ga~uge of adoptive behaviour of the 

far~rs. What found in context of the study is the relative 

accessibility of the farmers to use of tractor. The 

accessibility found great,er for the relatively educated 

farmers. This can be marked from the table-7. While 5~ 

of the relatively educated section uaed tractor to till more 

than ~5% of their land by tractor 45% of the less educated 

farmer donot use at all.· only 55% of them use tractor for 

more than S~ of their land in contrast to 90% of that of the 
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former section. 

Table - 7 

Percentage of land ploughed by tractor 

" of laad Relatively Less- TOtal 
ploughed by Educated educated 
tractor 

No. % No. " No. % 

Not used • 2 10 9 45 11 27.5 

Up to 25 " -
26"to 50 % -
Sl"to 75 % 8 40 4 20 12 30 

76"tol00 " 10 so 7 35 17 42.5 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 100 

source - Field Study, 

Since" there is no big difference between the 

average size of holding of the relatively educated farmers 

and the les~educated farmer the variation in tractor use 

the higher resourcefulness and better .. accessibility to 

modern mehtods of farming for the former section of the 

farmers. 

Chemical Fertilizers ' 

shows 

Almost all the high yielding varieties are 

fertilizer 'responsive and to a great extent the traditional 

varreties are also responsive to fertilizers even in 
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absence of adequate irrigation. This was observed under 

the study when farmers were found applying chemical fertil

izers irrespective of the straina, sown in the field aad 

irrespective of the availability of irrigation water. But 

farmers were rarely foUDd applying the required amount and 

propartion of fertilizers. The use of fertilizer to the 

required amount is shown in table -8. 

Table - 8 

Percentage of required amount of fertilizer 
applied. 

% of required Relatively Less- Total 
amount applied Educated educated 

No. " No. " No. 

Up to 25 % 3 15 10 so 13 
0 

26%to 50 % 5 25 8 40 13 

51%to 75 % 10 50 2 10 12 
76%tol00 % 2 10 - 2 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 

source - Field' study • 

" 
32.5 

32~5 

30 

5 

100 

It can be easily marked that the relatively educated 

section is in a better position than the lesseducated section 

in context of fertilizer use. While 60% of the relatively 

educated farmers manage to apply more.than half of the 
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required amount 50% of the lesseducftted farmer can 

apply upto 25% or less of the total requirement. Only 

10% of the lesseducated farmers can afford to apply 

more than ~0% of the required amount of fertilizer to 

their land. So 90% of then fall below the 50% 

requirement mark. 

A lot of difference WdS also marked bet~een 

the two sections on the basis of early and late 

acceptance of the chemical fertilizers. For a longtime 

farmers were relying on the countryyard manures, composts 

as the main neutrants for their crops. That was also 

continued for even for the high yielding varieties for 

some time. But with increased ease in availability 

of chemical fertilizers and also greater productivity 

with chemical fertilizers motivated the farmers to shift 

over. The aarly and late shift over can be marked 

from the table -9. Around 25% of the telatively 

educated farmers had started using chemical fertilizer 

as long as before 6 years and more. However there is 

not much difference between the early adaptors from 
' 

both the sections. 70% from educated section 75% 

of the lesseducated section started using chemical 

fertilizer with in a period of 2 to 5 years·. But the 

less educated farmers form the greate1 share of the 

late adopters as about 20% of them have started using 
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chemical fertilizer in the previous year. 

Table -9 

Period of use of Chemical Fertilizer 

Period of Relatively Less- Total 
use. Educated educated 

No. " No. " No. % 

Previous year 1 5 4 20 5 12.5 

2 to 5 years. 14 70 iS 75 29 72.5 

6 to lOyears. 4 20 1 5 5 12.5 

More than 10 years. 1 5 1 2.,5 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 100 

Source - Field Study, 

The Farm Culture : 

Taking all the aspects related to farm culture, the 

direction of change is presented in the table -10. :hanges, 

marked in use of fertilizer is the most universal for the 

farmers followed by the shift over to the highyielding 

varieties. The new impliments have been progressively 

used. These impliments are confined to the iron h9e, the 

sprayers and some handy machines beside ~he use of 

tractor. Drastic difference is marked between the 

relatively educated and lesseducated in context of 
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irrigation and plantprotection* Here irrigation 

implies only the special arrangements excluding the 

available canal water facility. 

'!'able -10 

Change in farming culture 

The practices Relatively Less-
Educated educated 

No. % No. " 
Use of H. Y. v.s 20 100 18 90 

Irrigation 12 60 5 25 

Chemical fertilizer 20 100 20 100 

Plant protection 9 •5 3 15 

New impliments 18 90 12 60 

Method of sowing 14 70 12 60 

source - Field work, 

Total 

No. 

38 

17 

40 

12 

30 

26 

While 60% of the relatively educated farmers are in 

position to regulate water supply in their field only 

25% of the lesseducated section have arranged for the 

% 

9~ 

42.5 

100 

30 

75 

65 

same facility. The relatively educated farmers are three 

times better off in taking plant protection measures in 

comparison to the lesseducated farmers. While 45% of the 

former section are able to provide plant protection 
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measure•• only 15% of the less educated are capable to 

do so. This information was made available from the V.L.w 

which is in conformity to the respondenta• farming 

experience. Another important observation was made regarding 

the pattern of sowing. The line sowing which is basically 

a labour intensive process was progressively adopted by 

both the sections with almost equal responsiveness. 

Cooperative society and Availability of Credit : 

The membership to cooperative society and credit 

orientation are regarded as the index of progressiveness 

in farmers. It was found th~t 95% of the relatively 

educated farmers and 85% of the les~educated farmers are the 

members of thee cooperative credit society. Some of them 

w~re early to be the members and some other ~ere late. 

The table - !1 shows that 70% of the lesseducated were the 

late-comers to the cooperative credit society, while more 

than 60% of relatively educated farmers have the 

membership for the period more than 6 years. 

The access to finance and timely availability of 

credit ar,e important factor for successful farm management. 

Farmers were found prefering different sources for different 

reasons. Their preferences for main sources are presented 

in the table -12. The respondents in general prefer the 
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loans from the cooperative credit society. 

Table -11 

Membership period in Co-operative society. 

Timeperiod Relatively Less- Total 
of members hip Educated educated 

No. % No. " No. " 
1 to 5 years. 7 36.8 12 70 19 52.8 

6 to lOyears. 10 52.6 5 30 15 41.7 

llto 1Syears. 2 10.6 - 2 5.5 

Total 19 100 17 100 36 100 

Source - Field Study. 

Table - 12 

The source of Finance 

sources Relatively :..ess- Total. 
Educated educated 
No. " No. " No. " 

Personal saving 8 40 1 5 9 22.5 

Village moneylender 1 s 1 35 8 20 

Cooperative loan a. 40 1 35 15 37.5 

Loan from-
neighbours 3 15 5 25 8 20 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 100 

Source - Field study, 
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loans from the cooperative credit society. But the 

relatively educated section differed from the lesseducated 

in two difference ways. First~ 40% of the relatively 

educated were found self-sufficient to a great extent 

as they manage to finance from their personal savings. 

Secondly, while 2~~ of relatively educated farmers go 

to the moneylender or neighbours for meeting their 

continengy needs around 60% from the lesseducated section 

approach the same sources. Only 5% of the lesseducated 

farmers managed the finance with their personal savings. 

The farmers were asked about the causes of the low 

preference for the cooperative credit. In response, the 

farmers showed different reasons which is presented in 

the table-13. It is interesting to note that 90% of the 

lesseducated farmers face procedural complieations and 

show this as the major hindrance in getting loan from 

the cooperative society. 

Both relatively educated and lesseducated 8ection 

equally complain about high rate of interest and about 

untimeliness of the credit from the cooperative credit 

society. •0% of the relatively educated farmer8 also 

feel that the procedure Qf getting loans from the society 

to be unduely complicated. 
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Table -13 

Reasons for nonavailability of Credit 

Reasons for Relatively Less- Total 
non-availabilty Educated educated 

No. " Mo. " No. 

Procedural 
complication 8 40 18 90 26 

High rate of 
interest 8 40 7 35 15 

untimely 10 50 11 55 21 

source - Field study, 

Contact with V.L.W : 

It is through communication that a flow of 

information. 'The circulation of knowledge and ideas are 

maintained. The process of communication doesnot only 

deal with the source of first information about new 

" 
65 

37.5 

52.5 

method new input or about new developments. that also takes 

in the account how the flow of information is maintained. 

'The communication behaviour thus includes the contact with 

the v.L.w. and the relative role of v.L.w. friends 

neighbours for the effect of communication. The third 

section of the questionaire wanted to reveal some important 

aspects of the commur.ication behaviour cf the respondents. 

The V.L.w. is said to be the moat exclusive source 

of new information for the farmers and he also serves as 
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the main problem sOlver (adviser) for them. The 

communicative behaviour of the farmers is counted in 

term of frequency of meeting with the V.L.W in the 

previoua farming season (for operational convenience)• 

The distribution of the respondents in this context is 

given in the table-14. 

Table-14 

Frequency of Contact with the V.L.We 

No. of time Relatively Less- Total 
contacted V .. I .... w~ Educated educated 

No. % No. % No. 

1 to 5 times. 2 10 2 

6 to lOtimes. 8 40 2 10 10 

11to 15times. 10 50 16 80 26 

1-6 times & more. - 2 10 2 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 

source- Field Study, 

The frequency of meeting with V.L.W doesnot reveal 

much about the communicability, rather that shows the 

% 

5 

25 

65 

5 

100 

dependence level of the respondents. The intension was to 

findout, howmany times a farmer needed to consult with the 

V.L.W to take some decision or to solve some farm problem. 

The data show that the leaaeducated farmers have taken up 

their problema to the V.L.W more frequently than the 
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relatively educated farmers. While 5~ of the 

relatively educated farmer• consulted V.L.W less than 

10 times 90% of the less educated farmers consulted 

more thea 10 times in the previous farming season. The 

shows the lesseducated farmers are more dependeDd on the ... 

V.L.w in comparison to the relatively educated farmers. 

Source of lnformatioDI 

Though there are several sources through which 

the formers know abo~t the improved agricultural practices 

only a few source~ are popular among them. The farmers• 

impressions on different sources of informations are 

presented in the table -15. 

Table - 15 

sources "of information 

Sources of Relatively Lesa- Total 
information. Educated educated 

No. " No. " No. " 
V.L.W. 11 55 15 75 26 65 

Fellowfarmex-s 3 15 12 60 15 37.5 

Own experience 2 10 - - 2 5 

Demonstration 6 30 10 so 16 40 

Source- Pield StUdy. 

The sources however are not exclusive of each 

other. The V.L.w serves as the main source. who provides 
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about 2/3 of the information and knowledge about the modern 

farm practices. That is equally true for both the relatively 

educated farmers aDd the lesseducated farmers. The fellow 

farmers aad demonstration are aliGOst equally important but 

come next to V.L.W in rank. These two sources are more 

perti nentfor the lesseducated farmers in comparsion to the 

relatively educated farmers. While only 15% of the educated 

farmers got information from the fellow farmer 60% of the 

lesseducated farmers acquire 1nformat1on from the same 

source. That shows- the lesseducated farmers are more 

dependant on their neighbourers and the fellowfarmers in 

taking s·ome decision. The extent of dependence was measured 

with the number of fellow farmers (as the index) usually 

consulted in the event of taking some decision. This is 

shown in table-16. 

Table -16 

No of farmers consulted in taking decision 

No. of persons Relatively Less- Total 
consulted Educated educated 

'No. " No. " No. 

1 to 5 persons. 15 75 6 30 21 

6 to 10persons. 2 10 10 50 12 

11to tSpersons. 3 15 • 20 7 

Total 20 100 20 100 40 

Source - Field Study, 

" 
52.5 

30 

17.5 

100 
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75% of the relatively educated farmers were found 

consulting with a very small group of fa~ra not more than 

5 persons in taking decision about their from. On the other

band 70% of the lesseducated farmers were found with larger 

number of advisors, not less than 6 persons. 

Farm Problem and Solution: 

To some extent the concern of the farmers differ. 

They usually look for the V.L.w. or the fellowfarmers for 

advice and consultation in case of some unpre~dented 

situation veryoften their concern are common. Some of the 

common concerns are for instance availability of H.Y.V 

seeds and required variety of fertilizer, pesticides and 

insecticides. Second most common is the proper dose of 

fertilizer judicious useoof water. intercropping and etc. 

The table-17 shows different concerns of the farmers. 

The provision of farm inputs is the most important concern for 

both the relatively educated farmers and less~ducated farmers. 

While 7~~ of the first section seek advice regarding the 

co~ect dose of fertilizer it is a conce~n for all the 

lesseducated farmers. Their concern also differ in context 
~ 

of intercropping marketing of product and the soil testing. 

While 30% of the relatively educated farmers have discussed 

with the V.L.w. for soiltesting no body from the less~ducated 

section has shown interest in this regard. 50% of the 

relatively educated farmers have seriously consulted for 
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better return for their products and arranged to transport 

their products to the wholesale marked, only 30% of the 

1esseducated farmer have followed the same way. 
" 

Table -17 

Firm Problems and Solution 

The problems Relatively Less- Total 
Educated educated 
No. " No. % No. % 

Provision of farm 
inputs. 18 90 20 100 38 

Disease o£ crops 6 30 8 40 14 

Dose of fertilizer 14 70 20 100 3.C. 

Water management 8 40 5 25 13 

Inter-cropping 4 20 2 10 6 

Marketi~ of Products 10 50 6 30 16 

Soil testing 6 30 6 0 

Cooperative credit 8 40 7 35 15 

Source- Field Study, 

The relatively educated farmers also have shown more 

interest for intercropping in comparison to the .I:essed uca ted 
' 

farmers. However the two section• dopot differ much in 

dealing with diseases of crop, proper water supply and 

regarding the availability of cooperative credit. Specificaly 

the difference in concerns regaLding marketing of products,, 

soil testing in one hand and use of fertilizer on the other 

prove the relatively educated farmers to be more progressive. 

95 

35 

85 

32.5 

15 

40 

15 

37.5 
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Tbe Effective Adoptions 

To assess the effect of adoption the respondents were 

asked about the cba 0 ges in productioa after adopting some 

new inputs or with new farndng methods. The changes in the 

output as the farmers mentioned was primarilr due to four 

factors. First for shift over to H.Y.V.a from the 

traditional varieties, secondly, due to judicious supply 

of water1 thirdly due to proper does of fertilizer and 

lastly for plant protection measures. 

To some extent farmers observed the effects of changes in 

the farming pattern some where else and subsequently shifted 

over to new practices. Their observation pattern can be taken 

as an important aspect of the adoptive behaviour. The more 

a fa~r wait to observe the advantages with some new method 

or use of some inputs, the less innovative the farmer is 

said to be. The innovative behaviour, measured with such an 

index ~s presented in the table-18. The adoption here stands 

only for the shift over to the H.Y.v.s. 

The data show that while SO% of the relatively 

educated farmers adopted the new strains with less than 

1'0 times of observation, 5~ of lessedueated farmers shifted .. , 

over to the new strains after at least 10 times of observation 

of higher productivity. 
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Table-18 

Previoua Observation before Adoption 

Times Qbserved Relatively Lea•- Total 
before adoption Educated educated 

No. " No. " No. 

First to use 1 5 - 1 

1 to 5 tia.es 8 40 4 22 12 
6 to 10times 7 35 s 28 12 
llto 15times 4 20 8 44 12 

16 aad more - 1 6 1 

Total 20 100 20 100 38 

Source - Field Study, 

Effect of Adoptionr 

By taking all the four factors togather the effects 

of adoption was measured. Even though farmers coula•rarely 

afford to all these major changes in any single farming 

season, they provided some tentative estimate of change in 

output which can be taken as the advantage over the output 

UDder trac!itional farming set up.' These amounts of changes 

are presented in the table-19 in percentage. 

The data show that 75% of the farmers have observe~ an 

increase in output of 25% over the previous traditional 

conditioa. 15" of the relatively educated farmers heve 

experienced more than 25% increase in output. 

" 
2.6 

31.6 

31.6 
31.6 

2.6 

100 
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Table-19 

Change in Output due to Change in Farm Culture 

Change in output Relatively Less- Total 
.tn percentage Educated educated 

No. % Bo. " No. " 
No change 2 10 5 25 7 17.5 

up to 25% 15 75 15 75 30 75. 

26 to 50% 2 10 - 2 s. 
51 to 75% 1 5 1 2.5 .. 

l'otal 20 100 20 100 40 100 

Source - Field Study, 

On the other hand 25% of the lesseducated farmers 
" 

have expressed the view that the increased output is not suffic-

1ently high to overcompensate the higher cost incurred in the 

process of modern farming. Similar impression ia alos given 

by 10% of the relatively educated farmers. But irrespective 

of the farmers• experience of changes in output noDe of them 

have ever opted to go back to the traditional practice. They 

have rather tried to improve with the modern inputs and methods 

to increase the turnover. Even though some of the farmers 

have not shifted over to new varieties and some have not 

arranged for additional water facility almost all try to 

develop the farming culture someway or other. 
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CONCLUSION 

Education is the process by which a society 

socialises its members and brings desirable changes in social 

iife. It is a process by which the members of a society 

attain social competence and optimum individual development. 

Decision-making being essentially an exercise involving 

knowledge attitude and skill, cannot free itself from the 

impact of education. Communication and diffusion of 

knowledge and information depend on the social competence 

which is also attributed by education. 

What-ever the role that education plays, it is not 

the sole agency of change in rural areas. In-fact 

education is one of the agencies that contribute to the 

rural development. With the drive towards modernised 

farming the importance of education has been persistently 

increasing. Education in present context is no more 

confined to the formal schooling only. It also includes 

the nonformal education and informal education in their 

different forms. They have their comparative advantages 

over each other in different circumstances. Sometimes 

non formal education proves more effective in comparison 

to the time-honoured formal education. So learning,in 

all different forms contributes to the development in 

some way or other. 
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The present study~ in an attempt to ennumerate the 

contributions of edl~ation to agricultural development 

has tried to assess the impacts of farmers' education 

in their farming practicies. The study was designed 

to findout how the farmers differ in exposure to inform-

ation and in their ability to decode and mould this 

information to their practical use on the basis of the 

difference in educational attainment. The intention 

was also to find out how they differ in planning for the 

future, in taking risk and or the whole in their 

progressiveness. 

The major farm practices which were taken to mark 

the variations in farmers• decision-making functions were 

the cultivation practice, pattern of irrigation, use of . 
HYVs, use of modern farm impliments, use of chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides, use of cooperative credit 

facilities and sources of agricultural information. 

The major elements with the farmers, supposed to be 

significantly related to their decision making function 

were found to be the planning orientation, innovativeness, 

.willingness to take ~isk or venturesomeness, change-

proneness, fatalism and the. degre~ of communicability. 
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The relatively educated farmers in genera~ fair 

better than the less~ducated ones in applying tbe new 

knowledge and information in their farm practicies. 

The effective contact with the V.L.w. contributes more 

to the adoptive behaviour of the relatively educated 

farmers in comparison to the lesseducated ones. 
" 

Farmers in general derived 2/3 of the info~tion 

from the V.L.w. serves the most efficient source of 

information~ Even if farmers were found acquiring first-

hand information about the innovations from different 

sources, farmers depended on the V.L.W. for the detailed 

infonn.ation. The percentage of lesseducated farmers 

getting information from the v.L.w. did not differ 

much from that of the relatively educated farmers but 

a lot of variation was found of the implimentation level. 

That shows the village level worker, even though he is 

in position to inform about new farming methods and other 

farming related matters, he is insufficient to motivate 

all for the adoption of those to the practicies. The 

les~educated farmers in most of the cases were found 

imitating the advanced farmers at the initial stages of 

adoption. They usually imitate the.succesful farmers 

when they find the farm conditions to be sufficientloy 

suitable for the adoption. They are very reluctant tc 

go for any major change in their farm practices. 
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The purpose and contact of interaction between 

the farmers and the village level worker differ for the 

two sections of farmers. The greater dependence on the 

V.L.W. in the les~educated farmers'part shows that shows 

that the V.L.w. to some extent compensates the 

deficiency in farmers because of their low educational 

status. Moreover, interaction between the lesseducated 

farmer and the V.L.W. normally takes place at the 

initiative of the farmer, where as interaction between 

the better educated farmers and the v.L.w is initiated 

by either of them. The V.L.W also depends on the 

progressive farmers of the relatively educated section 

to carryout various demonstrations and experiments. This 

kind of interaction was found to be more effective than 

the interaction based on only the occupational needs. 

A lot of variations was observed regarding the 

acceptance of different farm practices. For some practicies 

they differ much but for some others the difference is not 

very big. In general the responsiveness for adoption of 

some new practices is more with the relatively educated 

section in the initial stages in comparison to that of the 

les~educated section. 

A number_ of m..asons have been advanced by farmers 

for non adoption of the new practicies. The reasons in 

some cases are different for the relatively educated farmers 
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and the lesseducated farmers. The lesseducated farmers 
~ ~ 

showed maximum reluctance for any shift over for fertili-

zers and pesticides. They also showed maximum lack of 

knowledge in regard to the application of ~ertilizers 

and pesticides. But the relatively educated section 

showed least disinterestedness in regards to application 

of H.Y.V.s and chemical fertilizers. High cost was the 

common detereent for both the sections of farmers but the 

degree of adoption was higher among the relatively 

educated section than that of the les~educated farmers. 

Taking into consideration different attitudinal 

factors the better educated farmers were found to be 

more progressive in comparison to the lessftducated farmers. 

They were more receptible to the modern values and 

practices. They played the role of propagators of 

technological changes in rural areas. 

Better communicability was marked with the relatively 

educated farrners.very frequently the farmers from the 

lesseducated section looked fo~ technical advice about 

farm matters. They also assisted the fellow farmers 

in acquiring bank credits and other farm inputs. 

Planning orientation was found more with the 

relatively educated farmers. They wer~ found with greater 

conviction of the fact that environmental conditions can be 
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manipulated to a large extent. This is marked from their 

favourable attitude towards investments for long term 

returns. The credit orientation and commercialised 

farming to some extent show greater planning-orientation 

among the better educated farmers. 

The lesseducated farmers on the other hand were 

found to be subdued by the fatalism in them. It was 

found out that, they are likely to contemplate failure 

long before that actually comes, and they weigh the losses 

more than the gains which accr·ue to them .,.,-1 th adept ion cf 

some new methods or inputs. 

According to the findings of the study more 

numbers of risk taker come from the better educated 

section. Since the les~educated are sceptic about the 

success. They form the group of late adopters, but 

very often farmers from the relatively educated section were 

found bringing about changes in their traditional practicies, 

through the trial of newly introduced innovations. 

The relatively educated farmers were found to be 

more receptible to modern values and practices. They 

play the role of propagators of technological changes in 

rural areas. This shows the greater degree of modernism 

in them. The difference in educational status thus to 

a great extent explains the difference in progressiveness 
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and success. To sum of, 1 t can be stated that education 

as a factor of change influences the psychosociolog1cal 

behaviour significantly, which in turn contributes to 

the farmers' decison-making function, wh.!.ch contributes 

to better agricultural output in a major way. 

The low standard of education of rural people is 

mainly due to the difficulties inherent in the rural 

environment and also due to the longlasting belief that 

growth in economy can be achieved without educating the 

farmers. So little attention is paid in favour of 

adopting the system of education to the need of rural 

world. That doesnot mean education is the panacea for 

the backwardness of agriculture. No amount of training 

and education shall help unless and untill the farmers 

are made to real~se that agriculture is no less a business 

and they should take it like-wise. The farmers in rural 

areas are experienced and practical persons but what they 

lack is the initiative,outlook and unde~standing. They 

are largely paralysed by the limited aspirations. While 

they realise that change is inevitable the desire for 

change is not pressing, so it is desirable that more 

thought be ,given to the problem. The importance of 

so;:iopsychological factors in economic_development needs 

to be recognised in a better way. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

1.0 General-

1.1 Serial No. 

1. 2 Village : 

1.3 Name of the respondent : 

1.4 Main Occupation : 

1.5 Literacy Status z 

Illiterate 

Elimentary (1-5 years) 

Higher Elimentary (6-8 years) 

Secondary (9-11 years) 

Graduate 

2.0 Structure of Farms, Cultivation Practices -

2.1 Size of Land-holding in acres : 

1 to 5 acres 

6 to 10 acres 

11 to-15 acres 

16 acres and more 

2.2. Percentage of total holding under irrigation : 

Completely unirrigated 

Irrigated up to 25% 

26% to 50% 

51" to 75" 

76% tc 100% 
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2.3. The means of irrigation : 

Well 

Pumpset 

Tube well 

Canal 

2.4 Major crops harvested by the farmer : 

Paddy 

Urad 

Green Gram 

Sugar Cane 

2.5 The share of land cropped applied with HYVs. 

Not used at all 

Used upto 25% 

~ 26% to 50% 

51% to 75% 

76% to 1000-' 

2.6 How long since the farmer has been using HYVs 

In the previous season 

2 to 5 years 

6 to 10 years 

More than last 10 years 
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2.7 What percentage of total land is ploughed 
by tractor : 

Not used at all 

Up to 25% 

2 6% to 5 0".4 

51% to 75% 

76% to 100% 

2.8 What percentage of the cropped land he 
feeds with chemical fertilizers : 

Not used 

Applied to 25% of land 

26% to 50% 

51% to 75% 

76% to 100% 

2.9 How long since he has been using chemical 
fertilizers : 

Used only in previous season 

Since 5 years 

6 to 10 years 

11 to 15 years 

16 and more years 

2.10 Is he a member of the cooperative society : 

Yes 

No 
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(b) How long since he i1.as been a member of the 
cooperative society : 

Up to 5 years 

6 to 10 years 

11 to 15 years 

More than 16 years 

2.11 What are the main sources of finance for his farm : 

Personal saving 

Village moneylender 

Loan from cooperative society 

Loan from neighbours 

2.12 Which source of fincance other than his personal 
savings he pr~fers most : 

Loan from relatives 

I From village moneylender 

Loan from cooperative's 

2.13 What a,re the problems he generally faces in 
, obtaining the bank loans : 

Procedural complecations 

High rate of interest 

Untimeliness 
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3.0 communicative Behaviour 

3.1 What are the sourcas# he comes to know about 
the new agricultural practices : 

V.L.W. 

Fellow farmers 

Own experience 

Demonstration 

3.2 Does he have contact with the extension agent 

Yes 

No 

(b)How many times he communicated the extensio~ 
agent in previous farming season : 

Up to 5 times 

6 to 10 times 

11 to 15 times 

Y~re than 16 times 

3.3. Did he ever change his farming pattern on the 
VLW's recommendation. 

Yes 

No 

(b)In what respect he changed : 

Water management 

Plant protection 

Fertilizer use 

Soil testing 

Marketing of products 
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3.4 What percentage more yield he could reap over the 
previous years amount~ following the recommended 
changes : 

No change 

Up to 20% 

21% to 40% 

41% to 60% 

61% to 80% 

More than 80% 

3.5 How many farmers he had observed,following that 
changed pattern before he adopted it : 

First to adopt 

Up to 5 persons 

6 to 10 farmers 

11 to 15 farmers 

More than 16 farmers 

3.6 What are the subjects the farmer seeks regclar 
information about from the extension agent : 

Availability of farm inputs 

Effects of chemical fertilizers 

Proper dose of fertilizers 

Marketing of products. 

3.7 How many farmers come to consult the farmer on 
event of taking some d€cision : 

Up to 5 pers0ns 

6 to 10 persons 

11 to 15 persons 

More than 16 persons 
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